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PREFACE
Most ordained persons can remember with clarity the very moment, when
their calling from God to ministry was affirmed by a representative from the
Church. The struggling to get to that point, all of the wondering about the validity
of the call, all of the wandering that had been the seminary/study experience, and
even the reams of paper that had been read and written seemed to have been
worthwhile when the authority is granted to become an ordained minister of the
Church of Jesus Christ. In the United Methodist tradition the Bishop lays hands
upon the ordinand's head and says, "Take thou authority as an elder in the
Church to preach the Word of God, and to administer the holy Sacraments in the
congregation. AMEN" 2
Shortly after ordination, the routine of serving the church, attending
meeting after meeting after meeting, and going from Sunday to Sunday to
Sunday with something different, profound and unique to say, takes a toll upon
the newly ordained person. Soon, the worries of day-to-day church life supplant
the excitement of the ordination service, and before long the routines become a
rut and the not-so-newly ordained person can forget the electricity which seemed
to flow from the fingertips of the Bishop. New congregations soon become those
"same old people." Exciting opportunities for worship and growth degenerate into
just another Sunday. "Too much of how we lead in the church is based on trying
to please everyone but the One who matters." 3 Friends' good appointments give
2

The Methodist Church, The Book of Worship for Church and Home (Nashville, The United Methodist
Publishing House, 1945), 48.
3
Sweet, Leonard, Summoned to Lead, (Grand Rapids, Zondervan, 2004), 39.
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way to "why-did-they-get-such-a-good-church?" In short, a mountain top
experience can morph into a 23rd Psalm valley.

Bill Boatright and Sue Schmee had gone to seminary together and
graduated in 1985. For the past twenty plus years they had been engaged in a
yearly ritual of getting together at Annual Conference to discuss old times,
ministry and the state of the Church. Their lunch meeting on this second day of
the Conference found them doing just that.
Bill-Do you remember the night that Bishop Fitzgerald ordained
us?
Sue-Remember? How could I forget it? It felt like a living out of
that Charlie Daniels' song where "fire flew from his fingertips" when
he laid his hands upon my head. But wait that song was about the
Devil wasn't it?
B-Cute, Sue, but you do make a point. All/ could think about
was the Acts 2 passage where it talks about "tongues of fire resting
upon their heads". I could really feel it! Man, we were really "firedup" for Jesus, weren't we?
S-You bet. What has happened to us since then, Bill? I mean,
where is that "fire" now?
B-/ don't know. It seems like all that really matters now is
numbers. Attendance figures, professions of faith vs. transfers, and
percentages of apportionments paid are all anyone worries about
these days.
S-Yea, that and who is climbing up the ladder, as well as who is
being left in the wake. Most of us from our class are more
concerned about who's making District Superintendent and who's
serving the largest churches than about who is truly living out their
ordination vows.
B-Ain't it the truth! Professions of faith are treated like trophies to
be mounted on the wall, rather than souls that have been added to
the Kingdom of God! It's a takeoff on that old cliche that says, "He
who dies with the biggest church and the most apportionments paid
wins!"
{Both sit silently and stare into space for a few moments.}
S-When did it happen, Bill? When did we forget that we all
promised to follow Jesus wherever He led us? What made us lose
our first love?
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B-1 don't know! It seems as if most of us have bought into that
other old clichfr-"God called me into ministry, but the Bishop
surely does pay better!'

Neither Sue nor Bill ate much lunch that day because they rambled
on for the entire time they were together, going back and forth
between bemoaning the loss of a sense of calling and talking about
what was happening to other members of the Annual Conference.

Bill and Sue's struggle strikes close to home for many North Georgia
United Methodist Elders. The author of this paper doesn't know what it's like
throughout the country in United Methodism, and surely can't speak for other
denominations, but the sense persists that similar situations occur all over the
USA (perhaps even throughout the world). The scope of this paper's analysis,
however, will be limited to the North Georgia Annual Conference of the United
Methodist Church, of which the author is an Elder in Full Connection with almost
twenty-five years experience in serving the local church. In the author's
experience, many colleagues have asked these same questions, such as: What
happened to steal the enthusiasm and the spark? Why did it happen? Can't
anything be done? Meanwhile, the word from the Bishop's Office constantly and
consistently emphasizes numerical and financial growth, new buildings, and a
steady increase in the amount of paid apportionments. By the time an Elder
reaches twenty years of service to the Conference, one notices how many have
dropped out, burned out or flamed out. It is also obvious how difficult it is to stay
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focused, and not participate in the comparisons, the gossip and the back-biting
which seems to run rampant.

Just before returning to the floor of the Conference, Bill and
Sue ask some further questions of each other.
Bill-Sue, do you think there is anything that could help us to
reignite the flame?
Sue-/ don't know. Why isn't there something that can prevent the
"flameout" in the first place?
B-Maybe someone will do a DMin project on this and come up
with some solutions.
This dissertation is the answer to their plea, an attempt to prove that a
problem exists, and the offer of a solution to the problem.
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What can be done to maintain the spiritual connectedness of pastors over
their entire ministerial career? Can the focus remain on fulfilling the call and not
on climbing the ladder? United Methodist pastors begin their journey amidst the
excitement of allowing their strangely warmed hearts to be used by and for the
purposes of God and the furthering of God's Kingdom. There is something
mystical and mysterious that transpires when the Bishop places hands on the
heads of the ordinand that fairly screams of something much larger than self. In
other words, there is an overwhelming feeling of the presence of the Holy Spirit
as the journey begins.
Unfortunately, the experiences of serving in the local church, the day-today encounters with the processes of planning, budgeting, counseling, etc., and
the routine of being the pastor in charge exact a heavy burden upon the spiritual
connectedness of many United Methodist Elders. Soon the issues of
appointment, apportionments, adjudicating disagreements, and advancement by
serving on various Conference committees seem to take precedence over
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serving God and God's people in the place where one has been sent. This
situation leads to key questions: Why is this so? Where does the priority of the
Spirit give way to the precedence of the moment? What can be done to prevent
this from happening?
In order to address this problem, this paper will examine the Wesleyan
concept of "connectedness." The author of this paper believes the isolation that
comes from being a part of the United Methodist system and the "Lone Ranger"
mind set is a huge part of the problem, as well as a loss of "connectedness" to the
One who calls in the first place. This paper proposes the thesis that a more
thorough examination by the Board of Ordained Ministry and accountability
partners through a return to the Wesleyan class system with a twenty-first
century twist will help Elders maintain focus throughout their ministerial careers.
Chapter 1 identifies the problem, relates it to the concept of burnout, and
offers evidence that it exists for many ordained ministers, particularly for United
Methodists. Chapter 2 presents biblical materials that demonstrates the Bible's
basis for receiving a call in the first place and for maintaining the validity and
vitality of that call throughout one's lifetime and ministry, and that the struggle as
well as the solution has been present since Biblical times. Chapter 3 uses
materials from Christian History and Thought that confirm that the call has been
received and maintained by followers of Jesus for thousands of years, and by
Wesleyans in particular. This chapter examines Wesleyan history and theology
so as to shed light upon the subject, with a special emphasis upon Wesley's
"means of grace,' and how that can help to maintain connectedness. Chapter 4
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provides historical statistics to show that the problem exists in the North Georgia
Annual Conference. Chapter 5 reports the results of a survey of North Georgia
Annual Conference United Methodist Elders conducted in conjunction and
cooperation with the Board of Elders of the North Georgia Annual Conference in
early 2007, as well as personal interviews with Elders who have dropped out of
the system and those who have maintained spiritual connection throughout their
ministry. As a solution in Chapter 6, this paper offers some suggestions to the
Board of Ordained Ministry of the Conference, advocates a return to the
Wesleyan class system that was instrumental in the beginning of Methodism,
with a twenty-first century twist, and suggests a renewed emphasis upon
accountability for the Elders of the North Georgia Annual Conference.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

United Methodist Pastors begin their ordained ministry with a fire and a
"strangely warmed heart." Within a few years, however, they can become
distracted by appointments, apportionments and achievements. This dissertation
examines this problem and proposes a solution that could offer help and hope for
maintaining spiritual connectedness, to the end that Elders can hold onto the
sense of "strangely-warmed hearts" that John Wesley described in his Journal
entry for May 24, 1738.
In the evening, I went very unwillingly to a society in Aldersgate
Street, where one was reading Luther's Preface to the Epistle to the
Romans. About a quarter before nine, while he was describing the
change which God works in the heart through faith in Christ, I felt
my heart strangely warmed. I felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone
for salvation; and an assurance was given me that he had taken
away my sins, even mine, and saved me from the law of sin and
death. 4 (emphasis added)
The problem is multi-faceted, and there are no cheap, easy answers. No
"one thing" can be attributed to this loss of enthusiasm and purpose. Many
authors have offered different approaches to the solution. Henri Nouwen
suggested that an attempt at separation of "spiritual guidance and professional
formation in the ministry" 5 is a major factor in the loss of purpose. Wayne E.
Oates alluded to the demands that are placed on a pastor being a major issue in
4

Outler, Albert C., ed., John Wesley (New York, Oxford University Press, 1964), 66.

5

Nouwen, Henri, JM, Creative Ministry (Garden City, NJ, Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1971), xvi.

1

this struggle when he said, "Demands cannot be allowed to obscure the succor
and support offered [the minister] by his community of faith and by the God and
Father of the Lord Jesus Christ." 6 Many authors discuss the idea of "burnout,"
and that subject will be discussed later in this chapter.
Whatever the cause, a problem exists. Dr. Albert Hager and Chaplain
Thomas Klink (who worked with pastors at the Menninger Foundation) write:
[One of the top five reasons why pastors seek consultation is] a
desperate groping for relevant religious faith. Pastors themselves
are subject to so many demands from others that they begin to feel
in need of a pastor themselves. Many experienced this as a
gradual sense of losing the reality of the faith that they proclaimed,
related to their own tendency to give up on really important central
tasks in favor of becoming mere functionaries, playing their roles
with decreasing involvement, commitment, and integrity. 7
The issue of spirituality appears repeatedly in attempts to explain this
subject. Losing the "heart warmingness" of ordination seems to be tied into
losing connectedness with the One who called the ordained to the task in the first
place. Gray Harbaugh writes, "Spirituality is really an orientation to life.
Spirituality grows out of our individual and corporate perception and reception of
the spiritual as the integrating center of the physical, mental, emotional and
social dimensions of our lives." 8 Spirituality is more than Bible reading, daily
prayer and being open to the Holy Spirit, although all of those are necessary.
Allan H. Segar puts it thusly, "Where Christ is active in the life of a believer, the
6

Oates, Wayne E., The Christian Minister (Philadelphia, Westminster Press, 1964), 98.

7

Hager, Alfred and Thomas Klink (unpublished paper), quoted in Houts, Donald C., "Pastoral Care for
Pastors: Towards a Church Strategy," Pastoral Psychology, Vol. 25(3), Spring 1977: 190.
8

Harbaugh, Gary L., God's Gifted People: Discovering Your Personality as a Gift (Minneapolis, Augsburg
Press, 1990), 100.

2

most ordinary of human activities can be an expression of spirituality." 9 He goes
on to state that spirituality is multi-faceted, in that it 1) sustains us inwardly; 2)
requires surrender to God; 3) is a "holistic, lifelong response to the grace of God";
4) requires that we trust God in all things; and 5) means that we go on in spite of
the circumstances. 10
The overwhelming duties of an ordained pastor can leave little time for
spirituality, and as a result, all too often, the demands of reports, committee
meetings, the color of paint in the ladies' restroom, and the duties of
congregation, community, and cognomen supplant the promised time spent with
God. James D. Glasse writes, "Ministers falter ... because in practice the forces
active in their recruitment are not supported by their institutional responsibilities,
and the patterns set in their seminary education are not supported by their
ministerial functions." 11 This sense of being overwhelmed can then lead to "the
disease of over commitment." 12 This over commitment is especially evident in
ordained ministers "who view their ministry as not simply a vocational choice but
as a divine mandate informing their identity." 13 This factor can lead to burnout.
9

Allan H. Segar, Gospel-Centered Spirituality: An Introduction to Our Spiritual Journey (Minneapolis,
Augsburg Press, 1990), 9-10.
10

Ibid.

11

Glasse, James, D., Profession: Minister (Nashville, Abingdon Press, 1968), 19.

12

Freudengerger, Herbert J., Burnout: The High Cost of High Achievement (New York, Doubleday & Co.,
1980), 22.

13

Golden, J., Ralph L. Piedmont, Joseph W. Ciarrocchi, and Thomas Rodgerson, "Spirituality and Burnout:
An Incremental Validity Study", Journal ofPsychology and Theology 32, no. 2 (2004), 116.

3

Burnout is a concept that was popularized by the work of Christina
Maslach and her Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), which was first developed in
the late 1970s and early 1980s. It wasn't long before her hypotheses of burnout
being a by-product of those involved in the "helping professions" was applied
particularly to those in the ultimate helping profession-ordained ministry. 14
Many researchers have determined that clergy are those most susceptible to the
devastation of burnout, and we will look at the issue because it relates to the
notion of losing connection with the God who calls the Elder into the ministry in
the first place.
One big factor in burnout for ordained ministers is that they have a difficult
time leaving work-related problems at work. Gary R. Collins says it thusly:
Burn-out occurs when we work closely with troubled human beings
over long periods of time and with little opportunity to retreat. When
a helper can leave his or her work at the office and return to a
stable and relaxing home situation, burn-out is less likely to occur.
But leaving the work behind is difficult, often impossible, for a
church leader. The ministry is with us wherever we go. 15
Maslach defines burnout as "a syndrome of emotional exhaustion and
cynicism that occurs frequently among individuals who do 'people work' of some
kind. A key aspect of the burnout syndrome is increased feelings of emotional
exhaustion ... and the development of negative, cynical attitudes and feelings
about one's clients." 16 Couple this definition with the unique demands of the
14

There are numerous examples, but one of the best would be Harbaugh, Gary L., "Pastoral Burnout: A
View from the Seminary", The Journal of Pastoral Care, 38, No 2, 1984, 99-106.
15

Collins, Gary R., "Burn-out: The Hazard of Professional People-Helpers", Christianity Today, no. 21
(April1, 1977), 12.
16
Maslach, Christina, and Susan E. Jackson, "The Measurement of Experienced Burnout", Journal of
Occupational Behavior 2 (1981), 99.

4

ordained ministry, and it is obvious that

~.recipe

for disaster is brewing. John A

Sanford lists nine special circumstances that contribute to ministerial burnout:
LA minister's job is never finished. There are no real "off' days for those
called to ordained ministry. Crises do not always come at convenient
times or on a coordinated schedule.
£_One cannot always tell if one's work is producing any results. Much of
the work of an ordained person involves "seed planting" which may take
years or even decades to produce any visible results.

L

The work of the Pastor is extremely repetitive. Sunday follows Sunday,
and Advent is followed by Epiphany, Lent, Easter, Pentecost, Ordinary
Time, and Advent once again.

LAn ordained person is constantly dealing with people's expectations.
Living up to the varying expectations of the congregation is hard enough,
until one also factors in the community, the denomination, and the selfimposed expectations that can be one's biggest struggle.
LA minister must work with the same people year in and year out. Not
only do the Sundays happen with regularity, but the people sitting in the
pews are the same people, and they expect something new, unique and
profound, every time the ordained person steps into the pulpit.
§.,_When dealing with people in need, there is a huge demand on the
energy of the helper. Working with a family through a crisis, helping a
young person discover a relationship with God, or merely trying to get the
bulletin "right" can take quite a toll upon the ordained person.
L._Many of the people asking for help are, in reality, looking for "strokes"
not spiritual food. Convincing people that true spiritual growth comes
about only with difficult struggles, is about as easy as convincing an
overweight person that the key to losing weight is to not eat as much as
they have been eating.
!L_An ordained minister must function "en persona" and "on cue." One
can be in the midst of clowning around with the office staff, and when
someone comes in who is in need of spiritual counsel, the minister must
take on his/her role at once.
LAn ordained minister may become exhausted by failure. No one can
make a difference one-hundred percent of the time, and a series of misses
can cause one to adopt an attitude of defeatism. 17
17

Sanford, John A., Ministry Burnout (New York, Paulist Press, 1982), 5-16.

5

For many ordained ministers, this burnout can lead to depression, doubt,
despair, and leaving the parish ministry. Dean R. Hoge and Jacqueline E.
Wenger, in their major contribution to the Duke Divinity School's Pulpit & Pew (a
multi-year research project on Protestant and Roman Catholic pastoral
leadership) state, when talking about the effects of burnout on those who left the
ministry, "They were frustrated and saw no solution to their malaise except to
leave parish ministry. They expressed feeling of hopelessness and isolation." 18
Almost 25 percent more of those who left the ministry claimed that challenges
from the congregation caused them stress, and 17 percent of the "leavers"
claimed disagreement over pastoral role as a primary factor in their leaving.
Loneliness and isolation accounted for a disparity of 19 percent between the
"leavers" and the "stayers."

19

According to the research, pastors as a whole are

caught up in the dilemma of "ideal versus real ministry." 20 This dilemma is
caused by expectations that those entering the ministry have as to the ideal
amount of time that should be spent upon various tasks of ministry, as opposed
to the actual amount of time that is spent upon these tasks, as Figure 1 shows.

18

Hoge, Dean R. and Jacqueline E. Wenger, Pastors in Transition: Why Clergy Leave Local Church
Ministry (Grand Rapids, William B. Eerdmans, 2005), 115.
19

Ibid., 117.

20

Ibid.
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Figure 1. Time Spent Vs. Ideal Times

Hoge and Wegner conclude, "The greater the difference between actual time and
ideal time ... the lower the ministerial satisfaction and the more stress they felt.. .. lt
is a structural problem contributing significantly to burnout." 21
Another contributing factor to burnout is the fact that the ordained minister
is made to feel responsible for the spiritual well-being of a particular group of
people (and perhaps for an entire community) 22 . This expectation can cause
stress and strain and many studies "list the responsibility for another's well-being
as a primary source of strain leading to burn-out. If that is indeed the case, how
much greater is the strain when one 'feels' responsible for an entire church. The
21

Ibid., 119.

22

Collins, "Burn Out", 13.

7

pastor has the responsibility for the well-being of the flock, but in practice does
not have the freedom to make the often-needed changes." 23
The author of this paper believes the only possible counterbalance to this
stress is found in overcoming the idealism and the self-imposed stress that
seems to run rampant in newly ordained persons, thus leading to a loss of
spiritual connection. Gary L. Harbaugh and Evan Rogers conducted a study of
seminarians and new graduates and they concluded:
[It is necessary] "to integrate .. .faith and life. One point of such
integration is in pastoral self-care, without which long-term and
effective ministry is potentially compromised. In this respect, we
concur with those who assert that the single most important person
to address, if there is to be a resolution to pastoral stress, is the
person of the pastor himself or herself." 24
The focus of this paper is the importance of overcoming burnout and the
loss of spiritual connection, and the author believes the following methods are
necessary in solving these issues. The first (and foremost) help is found in the
pastor remembering why one entered the ordained ministry in the first place, and
who began the process of calling them into the ordained ministry. Spiritual
strength is paramount to overcoming burnout. Pastors can become
overwhelmed by the daily activities of being in ministry and forget the reason
behind it, therefore, prayer, the spiritual disciplines, and being prayed for are
foundational to overcoming burnout.
23

Daniel, Stephen and Martha L. Rogers, "Burn-Out and the Pastorate: A Critical Review with
Implications for Pastors," Journal of Psychology and Theology 9, no. 3 (Fall, 1981), 245.

24

Harbaugh, Gary L. and Evan Rogers, "Pastoral Burnout: A View from the Seminary", The Journal of
Pastoral Care 38, no. 2, (1984), 104.
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Second, pastors can discover the power of support in someone or a group
with whom the ordained person can share the frustrations and the joys of serving
God and God's people. This practice can help to overcome the "Lone Ranger"
mentality that so many ministers proudly display. Collins sums it up like this, "We
all need at least one person with whom we can be open, honest, and completely
free from any pressure to succeed or perform." 25
Third, pastors can avoid burnout by taking time away from people. This
means that sometimes it is advantageous for ministers to do some tasks that do
not require them to deal constantly with people and their problems. Perhaps the
administration end of ministry could contain a constructive purpose if thought of
in this light, as time away from people. Fourth, ordained persons can share the
load of ministry by allowing and training others to be in ministry (a popular topic
of books and seminars in the world of the ordained minister today). It would
seem that there is more to this than merely being a "hot topic." Fifth and finally,
training/awareness concerning burnout is a method of overcoming it. Learning to
recognize the signs and symptoms of burnout is one of the first steps towards
being able to do something about it. 26 Archibald Hart writes, "Ministers are
particularly vulnerable to burnout because they experience the greatest exposure
to the needs of people and often have the least resources, from a human
standpoint, to offer." 27
25

Collins, 13.

26

Ibid., Gary Collins article has a full discussion of this means of overcoming, and was influential in this
treatment of the subject.

27

Hart, Archibald, "Preventing Burnout." Theology News and Notes (March,l984), 6.
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A distinction must be made between the traditional concept of burnout or
"wasteout" as Richard D. Blackmon and Archibald D. Hart call it, and "controlled
burning out" or giving all that one has and feeling that it has all been worth it in
the end. 28 This distinction is necessary because without it, the very concept of
living out Mark 12:30 29 would be nonsensical and non-desirable. To give one's
all in fulfilling God's call is a marvelous way to spend one's time, energy and life.
To wind up defeated, deflated, and depressed is NOT what God has in mind
when God calls someone into specialized ministry.
This paper asserts there is a problem with maintaining a "strangely
warmed heart" over the course of one's ministry, and that something can be done
about the problem. Chapter 2, then, explores the Bible for foundational reasons
of experiencing a call to ordained ministry and examples of those who have
struggled with and successfully achieved that goal.

28

Blackmon, Richard A. and Archibald D. Hart, "Personal Growth for Clergy," in Clergy Assessment and
Career Development, ed. Richard A. Hunt, John E. Hinkle, Jr., and H. Newton Malory (Nashville,
Abingdon Press, 1990), 36.

29

you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind, and
with all your strength.' Mark 12:30 (NRSV)
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CHAPTER2
BIBLICAL MATERIALS

This paper stresses that the call of God can and does come to human
beings, and this call can lead one to be "set apart" (or ordained) to a specialized
ministry that involves representation of God to others and the performance of
certain duties or rituals that assist others in their discernment of God's call upon
their lives. Faithfulness to the calling and to the One who issued the call assures
that the receiver of the call maintains the strength and the courage to live out the
call all the days of his or her life. Maintaining faithfulness requires staying
connected with the One who issued the call.
This chapter explores biblical examples of those who have received a
specialized call, struggled to live out the call, and maintained the faithfulness of
that calling throughout their ministry. It examines five characters from the Bible;
three of them will be from the Old Testament and two from the New Testament;
Moses the lawgiver, Samuel the judge and anointer, and Jeremiah the prophet
will be our Hebrew Scripture examples; while Barnabas and Paul (evangelists
and missionaries) will be the examples from the life of the early Christian Church.
Each of these characters remained faithful in the midst of their struggles and
difficulties in rising to the task to which God had called them.

11

MOSES THE LAWGIVER

From his slave-born birth in Egypt to his "not-quite-there" death on Mt.
Nebo, Moses responded to God's call to lead the Israelites to the Promised Land.
Moses had been set apart and prepared from birth for his task as the one who
would speak to and for God on behalf of God's chosen people. Moses was a
reluctant leader who often argued with God, but, in the end he was faithful to his
calling, maintaining a close relationship with Yahweh throughout his ministry, and
therefore, was used mightily by God.
Moses' birth came at a time when the children of Abraham were living in
Egypt as slaves under an oppressive system that made their lives miserable. 30
Pharaoh, like many rulers before and since, distrusted those who were different
from himself, and became so paranoid about the Hebrews that he ordered all of
the male children killed. 31 Baby Moses' mother and sister concocted a
successful ploy that convinced the daughter of Pharaoh to rescue the baby and
raise him as part of the royal family. 32
30

The Egyptians became ruthless in imposing tasks on the Israelites, Exodus 1: 13 (NRSV)

31

Then Pharaoh commanded all his people, "Every boy that is born to the Hebrews you shall throw into the
Nile, but you shall let every girl live." Exodus 1:22 (NRSV)
32

When the child grew up, she brought him to Pharaoh's daughter, and she took him as her son. She named
him Moses, "because," she said, "I drew him out of the water." Exodus 2:10 (NRSV)
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Moses' call reads almost like a scene from a Laurel and Hardy movie.
The reluctance on the part of Moses to answer God's call is reminiscent of the
slapstick that Ollie and Stanley made famous many thousands of years later.
Moses did not want to take on the responsibility of the task that God was calling
him to pursue. Over and over again, Moses offered arguments as to why he
could not fulfill his calling. No less than four times did Moses offer a "but" to
God's request: So come, I will send you to Pharaoh to bring my people, the Israelites,
out of Egypt." Exodus 3:10 (NRSV). 33 Finally, after Moses had dropped all

pretenses and simply begged: But he said, "0 my Lord, please send someone else."
Exodus 4:13 (NRSV), "the anger of the Lord was kindled against Moses." 34

Once convicted of the necessity of the task and the Lord's promise to see
him through, Moses was willing to represent "in germinal form the whole future
life of lsrael." 35 Moses accomplished this by consistently and constantly refusing
to forget that it was all about God, not about Moses, or even about the people
that God had chosen. Moses became an "authentic prophet [who] is the one
who points away from himself to the divine word and deed." 36 Moses remained
faithful and steadfast to the task to which God had called him throughout the ups
and downs, the highs and lows, the times of authenticity and the times of
phoniness that accompanied the people of Israel on their forty year wandering.
33

Exodus 3:13, 4:1, 4:10, and 4:13.

34

Exodus 4:14 (NRSV).

35

Buttrick, George Arthur, ed., The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible: An Illustrated Encyclopedia, KQ, (New York, Abingdon Press, 1962), 441.

36

Ibid.
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Moses understood the vital concept of sharing the load of ministry. And
had the help of his father-in-law, Jethro, the priest of Midian. Moses explained to
Jethro the administrative workings of the people, and particularly the way in
which disputes were handled and Jethro pointed out to Moses the necessity of
sharing the load in ministry: Jethro said to him, "What you are doing is not good.
You will surely wear yourself out, both you and these people with you. For the task is too
heavy for you; you cannot do it alone. Exodus 18:17-18 (NRSV).
Moses also demonstrates how one called into specialized ministry
maintains that steadfast faithfulness by his constant speaking to and with God.
No fewer than 182 times in Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy did
God and Moses converse. A key example of this conversation is found in
Exodus 33:11 a, Thus the LORD used to speak to Moses face to face, as one speaks to a
friend (NRSV).

Over and over in Leviticus, chapter after chapter all begin the

same way, "The Lord spoke to Moses.'137 This familiarity with God demonstrates
steadfast faithfulness which is required of those called into specialized ministry.

37

Chapters 11-25 all begin this way. The LORD spoke to Moses: Leviticus 17:1 (NRSV).
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SAMUEL THE JUDGE AND THE ANOINTER

Samuel, like Moses, was set apart for his specialized ministry as a baby.
In Samuel's case, he was ordained even before he was born. 38 As a result of his
mother's vow, he was given to the Israelite Judge, Eli, who trained him and
tutored him in the ways of the Lord.
While serving in his acolyte role with Eli Samuel received his call to
specialized ministry for the Lord. At first, he did not understand it, but once it
became clear to him, he served the Lord so steadfastly that he apparently did not
give much attention to his own family. 39 It is important to note that God's
ordained are not perfect in all they do and say; they are merely faithful to the task
to which God calls them.
Samuel's steadfast faithfulness and spiritual connection was a direct result
of his prayer life, and his willingness to both seek and serve the Lord God.
Samuel's reputation as an intercessor was later seen as second only to Moses. 40
On sixteen separate occasions, Samuel and the Lord had conversations. A key
example of Samuel's prayer life is found in 1 Samuel 3:21: The LORD continued to
appear at Shiloh, for the LORD revealed himself to Samuel at Shiloh by the word of the
38

She made this vow: "0 LORD of hosts, if only you will look on the misery of your servant, and
remember me, and not forget your servant, but will give to your servant a male child, then I will set him
before you as a nazirite until the day of his death. He shall drink neither wine nor intoxicants, and no razor
shall touch his head." 1 Samuel 1:11 (NRSV)
39

Yet his sons did not follow in his ways, but turned aside after gain; they took bribes and perverted justice.
1 Samuel8:3 (NRSV)

40

Then the LORD said to me: Though Moses and Samuel stood before me, yet my heart would not turn
toward this people. Send them out of my sight, and let them go! Jeremiah 15:1 (NRSV)
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LORD. (NRSV) Samuel was installed as judge of Israel because he spent time in

prayer. 41 Before he would agree to the request of the people for a king, Samuel
spent time in prayer. 42 Before Samuel would anoint David as the replacement
for Saul, he spent time in prayer. 43 Even in Samuel's farewell address to the
people, he could not stop praying for them. 44 His promise to "instruct them in the
good and the right way" is also tangential evidence that Samuel understood the
necessity of praying for one another. Since he could not help himself but pray for
the people, they too should be praying for one another.
Samuel is an example of someone who was called by God to specialized
ministry. His ministry was not perfect, but it was faithfully steadfast. He was able
to maintain his ministry by constantly and consistently staying in touch with the
One who had called him into ministry in the first place.
41

As Samuel grew up, the LORD was with him and let none of his words fall to the ground. 1 Samuel 3: 19
(NRSV)

42

But the thing displeased Samuel when they said, "Give us a king to govern us." Samuel prayed to the
LORD, 1 Samuel 8:6 (NRSV)

43

"I regret that I made Saul king, for he has turned back from following me, and has not carried out my
commands." Samuel was angry; and he cried out to the LORD all night. 1 Samuel15:11 (NRSV)

44

Moreover as for me, far be it from me that I should sin against the LORD by ceasing to pray for you; and
I will instruct you in the good and the right way. I Samuel 12:23 (NRSV)
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JEREMIAH THE PROPHET

Jeremiah, the son of a priest of Anathoth, is another example of God's
calling an unlikely and unwilling person to specialized ministry. Jeremiah was set
apart before birth 45 (like Samuel), and like Moses, Jeremiah was quick to argue
with God about his calling at first. 46 Jeremiah is unique among the prophets,
because from "no other prophet in the Hebrew Scriptures do we have a
comparable reflection of the spiritual struggle with God." 47 Throughout his
ministry, Jeremiah felt troubled and afflicted. Some of the best examples of this
alienation are found in chapter 14, verses 8 and 9 where Jeremiah wonders if
Yahweh has forsaken His people, 48 and in chapter 20, verse 7 where Jeremiah
adopts a whining attitude with the Lord. 49
Although Jeremiah was unlikely and unwilling, he became the voice of the
Lord to the Israelites because he was in almost constant conversation with the
One who had claimed him and set him upon this road. A careful study of
45

"Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, and before you were born I consecrated you; I appointed
you a prophet to the nations." Jeremiah 1:5 (NRSV)

46

Then I said, "Ah, Lord GOD! Truly I do not know how to speak, for I am only a boy." Jeremiah 1:6
(NRSV)

47

Metzger, Bruce M. and Roland E. Murphy, eds., The New Oxford Annotated Bible, NRSV, Old
Testament, (Oxford University Press, New York, 1991), 960.

48

0 hope ofisrael, its savior in time of trouble, why should you be like a stranger in the land, like a
traveler turning aside for the night? Why should you be like someone confused, like a mighty warrior who
cannot give help? Yet you, 0 LORD, are in the midst of us, and we are called by your name; do not
forsake us! Jeremiah 14:8-9 (NRSV)
49

0 LORD, you have enticed me, and I was enticed; you have overpowered me, and you have prevailed. I
have become a laughingstock all day long; everyone mocks me. Jeremiah 20:7 (NRSV)
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Jeremiah reveals that he relayed the Word of Yahweh to the people of Israel no
fewer than 352 times and 315 times he says openly and plainly, "says the Lord."
He uses the past tense ("said the Lord" or "the Lord said to me") eighteen times.
There are five examples of either "the word came to Jeremiah" or "the word that
the Lord" offered, and fourteen times he offers words to the people based upon a
direct command from Yahweh ("this you shall say to them" or "speak to them this
word"). Klaus Koch writes, "Jeremiah is constantly overwhelmed and mastered
by Yahweh," 50 because he is in constant conversation with the Lord. This
specialized ministry to which the Lord had called him and upon which he had
reluctantly agreed to journey, caused Jeremiah to be bold and assertive in his
pronouncements on behalf of Yahweh. Koch goes on to say:
Jeremiah is convinced that he quite clearly hears actual Hebrew
words with his physical ears, and that he feels the nearness of the
speaker, who has to be the familiar God of his people. He for his
part calls up God in intercession, and is convinced that, as prophet,
his prayers have more prospect of being heard than those of other
people, and that he is listened to directly. 51

Although Jeremiah was a "loner," in the tradition of the prophets, he
understood that he was unable to carry the burden all alone. He did not have
many close friends, except his scribe, Baruch. Jeremiah's memoirs, though most
likely written by Baruch at the dictation of Jeremiah 52 , mention Baruch's name

°

5

Koch, Klaus, The Prophets: The Babylonian and Persian Period (II), (Fortress Press, Philadelphia,
1982), 43.

51

Ibid., 75.

52

The word that the prophet Jeremiah spoke to Baruch son ofNeriah, when he wrote these words in a scroll
at the dictation of Jeremiah, in the fourth year of King Jehoiakim son of Josiah of Judah: Jeremiah 45:1
(NRSV)
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twenty-one times. At the close of the book, Jeremiah even makes some
promises to Baruch for his faithful sharing in the ministry. 5 3
Jeremiah, like Moses and Samuel before him, maintained his steadfast
faithfulness by emphasizing his relationship with the Lord who had called him into
this specialized ministry in the first place. Jeremiah himself said, It was the LORD
who made it known to me, and I knew; Jeremiah 11: 18a (NRSV). Jeremiah's example

demonstrates to those ordained to a specialized ministry the importance of
steadfast faithfulness and the maintaining of spiritual connection.
53

but I will give you your life as a prize of war in every place to which you may go." Jeremiah 45:5
(NRSV)
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BARNABAS THE EVANGELIST AND MISSIONARY

Barnabas was born Joseph, and given the surname of Barnabas because
of his positive attitude. 54 Although Barnabas was of a priestly heritage, he was a
native of Cyprus and therefore a Jew of the Diaspora. This made him a
Hellenistic Jew, and as such he was able to reach out to the Gentiles in a fashion
second only to Paul. He did have standing among the Palestinian Jews led by
Peter, as is evidenced by his being the one who was able to introduce Paul to the
Council of the Apostles at Jerusalem. 55 This suggests that "Barnabas thus
belongs to the company of first converts in Jerusalem who were won by the
apostolic preaching, if not by Jesus himself." 56
Barnabas first appears when the early church is conducting its experiment
in communal living. 57 His formal ordination came as a direct result of worship
and fasting by his home Church at Antioch, and this time must have included
prayer, since he and Paul were then given their specialized ministry on orders
from the Holy Spirit. 58
54

There was a Levite, a native of Cyprus, Joseph, to whom the apostles gave the name Barnabas (which
means "son of encouragement"). Acts 4:36 (NRSV)

55

But Barnabas took him, brought him to the apostles, and described for them how on the road he had seen
the Lord, who had spoken to him, and how in Damascus he had spoken boldly in the name of Jesus. So he
went in and out among them in Jerusalem, speaking boldly in the name of the Lord. Acts 9:27 through Acts
9:28 (NRSV)
56

Buttrick, Interpreter's Dictionary A-D, 356.

57

He sold a field that belonged to him, then brought the money, and laid it at the apostles' feet. Acts 4:37
(NRSV)
58

While they were worshiping the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, "Set apart for me Barnabas and
Saul for the work to which I have called them." Acts 13:2 (NRSV)
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Barnabas shows an understanding of the concept of sharing the burdens
of ministry. After being sent to Antioch by the Jerusalem believers, Barnabas,
realized the scope of the work before him, and sought help from Saul of
Tarsus. 59 After he and Paul decided to "agree to disagree" and went their
separate ways, Barnabas took John Mark to mentor, to train, and to rely upon for
assistance. 60
Barnabas founded many churches, and even after his split with Paul, he
continued to live out the ministry to which he had been called in the first place. 61
Acts does not include information about Barnabas after he and Paul parted
company. Legend, however, says that Barnabas went back to the Church in his
hometown of Cyprus, where he became the first Archbishop of Cyprus and was
later stoned to death during the time of martyrdom. 62
As with the Old Testament examples, Barnabas maintained his steadfast
faithfulness by staying in touch with the same Holy Spirit that had set him apart
for his specialized ministry as an evangelist and missionary. 63 He was not
perfect, as his split with Paul showed, but Barnabas, like so many before him,
59

Then Barnabas went to Tarsus to look for Saul, Acts 11 :25 (NRSV)

60

The disagreement became so sharp that they parted company; Barnabas took Mark with him and sailed
away to Cyprus. Acts 15:39 (NRSV)
61

Ibid.

62

Cross, F. L., ed. The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, (Oxford University Press, Oxford,
1997). 159.

63

And after they had appointed elders for them in each church, with prayer and fasting they entrusted them
to the Lord in whom they had come to believe. Acts 14:23, (NRSV)
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maintained his spiritual connection with the God who had called him into
specialized ministry by remembering why he was doing what he was doing.

SAUL/PAUL THE EVANGELIST AND MISSIONARY

Saul enters the scene as a zealous follower of Yahweh who described
himself as "a stalwart Pharisee from a long line of Pharisees." 64 He first appears
at the stoning of Stephen, the first Christian martyr. 65 He was more than merely
the holder of the coats of the witnesses, as Acts 8:1 vividly points out, And Saul
approved of their killing him. (NRSV)
Soon afterwards Saul begins to persecute those who were followers of
The Way. 66 This persecution would intensify until he encountered the Risen
Christ on the Damascus Road, as he journeyed there to arrest more followers of
The Way. His experience is well worth repeating:
Now as he was going along and approaching Damascus, suddenly a light
from heaven flashed around him. He fell to the ground and heard a voice
saying to him, "Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me?" He asked, "Who
are you, Lord?" The reply came, "I am Jesus, whom you are persecuting.
But get up and enter the city, and you will be told what you are to do."
Acts 9:3-6 (NRSV)
64

Acts 23:6 TMNT

65

Then they dragged him out of the city and began to stone him; and the witnesses laid their coats at the
feet of a young man named Saul. Acts 7:58 (NRSV)
66

But Saul was ravaging the church by entering house after house; dragging off both men and women, he
committed them to prison. Acts 8:3 (NRSV)
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Saul had a very difficult time convincing his former enemies that he was
now one of them, but Barnabas helped Saul escape from the Jews in Damascus
that had been expecting him to come to help them destroy the followers of The
Way. 67 Paul (as his name was soon known) 68 went on to found congregations
throughout the Mediterranean Basin.
More than any of the biblical characters examined in this paper, Paul was
steadfastly faithful because he remembered his experience with the Risen Christ
on the Damascus Road and constantly communicated with the Lord. This
allowed him to maintain his spiritual connection with the One who called him.
Immediately following his conversion experience, he began praying. 69 Paul and
Silas were miraculously released from the Philippi prison because of prayer. 70
While on the island of Melita, Paul was able to overcome the bite of a deadly
viper and restore a sick man back to heath by prayer. 71 As Paul himself would
write to the Church at Thessalonica: "pray without ceasing," 1 Thessalonians 5:17
(NRSV). Paul was, in the tradition of the prophets, able to hear directly from the

Lord. 72
67

After some time had passed, the Jews plotted to kill him, Acts 9:23 (NRSV)

68

But Saul, also known as Paul, filled with the Holy Spirit, looked intently at him Acts 13:9 (NRSV)

69

The Lord said to him, "Get up and go to the street called Straight, and at the house of Judas look for a
man of Tarsus named Saul. At this moment he is praying, Acts 9: 11 (NRSV)

70

About midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns to God, and the prisoners were listening
to them. Acts 16:25 (NRSV)

71

It so happened that the father of Publius lay sick in bed with fever and dysentery. Paul visited him and
cured him by praying and putting his hands on him. Acts 28:8 (NRSV)
72

One night the Lord said to Paul in a vision, "Do not be afraid, but speak and do not be silent; Acts 18:9
(NRSV)
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Paul understood the concept of having others pray for him, and the
necessity of that prayer. While writing to the Church at Corinth, Paul instructed
them to continue this tradition. 73 Paul's concept of prayer and its necessity can
be summed up in the words he wrote to the Church at Thessalonica, when he
said: "Beloved, pray for us." 1 Thessalonians 5:25 (NRSV)
Paul lived his entire life as one who desperately wanted to live out his
calling to the specialized ministry to which God had called him. "Paul's
participation in The Way was not as a 'walk on,' but as one overpowered by the
summons of his call by Jesus." 74 Richard Bell suggests this took more than his
training, experiences or even his character: "Clearly his upbringing in a law
keeping family and his Pharisaic education stamped his intellect and character.
But for the Christian Paul, there is one experience which towered over everything
else: his meeting with the risen Christ on the Damascus Road." 75 When some
of his company tried to convince Paul to stay away from Jerusalem for fear of
being arrested, he answered them, "What are you doing, weeping and breaking my
heart? For I am ready not only to be bound but even to die in Jerusalem for the name of
the Lord Jesus." Acts 21:13 (NRSV).

73

Through the testing of this ministry you glorify God by your obedience to the confession of the gospel of
Christ and by the generosity of your sharing with them and with all others, while they long for you and pray
for you because of the surpassing grace of God that he has given you. 2 Corinthians 9:13-14 (NRSV)
74

Talbert, Charles H., "Discipleship in Luke-Acts" in Discipleship in the New Testament, ed. Fernando F.
Segovia, (Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1985), 69.

75

Bell, Richard H., The Irrevocable Call of God: An Inquiry into Paul's Theology ofIsrael, (Mohr
Siebeck, Tubingen, Germany, 2005), 36.
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CONCLUSION

This chapter has provided evidence that the call from God is a Biblical
concept, and that maintaining that call is not only a possibility but that it has been
accomplished by our biblical examples. We have seen the living out of the call
and the staying connected to the source of the call even in the midst of struggles,
through the five characters that have been examined.
Moses, the reluctant prophet, was nevertheless, a most important figure
for the chosen people. Many years later, another prophet, Hosea, would remind
his fellow Israelites that Moses was God's chosen instrument. 76 As George
Buttrick reminds us, "Hosea .... calls him a prophet, because the authentic prophet
is the one who points away from himself to the divine word and deed. 77
Samuel, though not perfect, did, in fact, stay connected to the One who
had called him as an acolyte for Eli, as was pointed out on page 15. As The

Interpreter's Bible says, Samuel "may have blundered, but he never wavered in
his loyalty to his God." 78
As was shown on page 19, Jeremiah was faithful to his calling throughout
his ministry, and that steadfast faithfulness is a marvelous example to all who
serve the same God. Some of the last words we hear from Jeremiah, contain
76

By a prophet the LORD brought Israel up from Egypt, and by a prophet he was guarded. Hosea 12:13
(NRSV)
77

Buttrick, Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, K-Q, 441.

78

Schroeder, John C., "1 Samuel," The Interpreter's Bible, Vol. 2, George A. Buttrick, ed., (Abingdon
Press, Nashville, 1953), 1011.
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oracles against the enemies of Israel; in other words, more speaking for God,
which proves Jeremiah's continued conversations with Yahweh. 79
Barnabas serves as an excellent example for all whose fame may never
spread far and wide, but whose calling is real and convincing (which would
include most Elders in the North Georgia Annual Conference). He maintained
his connection to God throughout his entire career, at least as far as written
sources and legend tells us. Luke summed up Barnabas very well when he said
in Acts 11 :24, "for he was a good man, full of the Holy Spirit and of faith. And a great

many people were brought to the Lord." (NRSV)
Paul is arguably the second most influential figure in all of Christian
history. His missionary efforts "released the universal message of Jesus from
Jewish limits, laying the foundation for Gentile Christianity, and at the same time
he planted little Christian churches in the strategic centers of the NW
Mediterranean world." 80 He was able to accomplish this by holding tightly to his
call from Jesus, as described on page 23. As George Buttrick explains:
He knew an inner center of peace and joy "in Christ." Outward
turmoil, external circumstance, whether of plenty or hunger,
abundance or want, did not disturb him .... Whatever scars,
whatever memories of tumultuous life, still plagued him, Paul knew
a radiant oneness and wholeness of life so that nothing "in all
creation" is "able to separate him from the love of God in Christ
Jesus our Lord" (Romans 8:39) 81

79

Jeremiah 46: 1-51:64 are examples of his oracles against foreign nations.

80

Buttrick, The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, K-Q, 704.

81

Ibid., 688.
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CHAPTER

3

HISTORICAL/THEOLOGICAL MATERIALS

The United Methodist Church, as the major descendant of the Wesleyan
Movement of the eighteenth century, is founded upon the unbroken line of those
who began the Church, such as Peter, Paul, the other disciples, Jesus, and the
heritage of the people of Israel. The Wesleyan Movement began as a result of
John Wesley's search "for a meaningful understanding of the demands of
Christian living [which] eventually led him to tie together the perfection of the
pietists, the moralism of the Puritans, and the devotion of the mystics in a
pragmatic approach that he felt could operate within the structure and doctrine of
the Church of England." 82 Wesley found himself in a time of social upheaval and
religious paradox (like many reformers before and since), and as a result was
paradoxical in both his theology and his life. 83 The following section describes a
brief history of John Wesley and his movement.
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Heitzenrater, Richard P., Wesley and the People Called Methodists (Abingdon Press, Nashville, 1995),
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Heitzenrater, Richard P., The Elusive Mr. Wesley,
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Edition (Abingdon Press, Nashville, 2003), 32.

HISTORY

Little Jacky (John Benjamin Wesley) was born June 17, 1703, 84 as the
fifteenth of nineteen children born to Samuel and Susannah Wesley. Samuel
was a priest in the Church of England; therefore, John grew up in the rectory
provided by the church that his father served. 85 The most memorable event of
his childhood proved to be one that would later inspire him to feel that God had
something very special for him to accomplish. At the age of five, he was
miraculously saved from a devastating fire that destroyed the rectory. He would
later write in his Journal that he considered himself, "a brand plucked from a
burning." 86 He was home schooled by his mother, Susannah, along with the
other eight siblings who survived infancy, and she is credited with having had a
huge influence upon his theological understandings. 87 She "left her mark on
John, who ever after was imprinted with a passion for piety, order, method, and
detail." 88
84
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In 1720, Wesley entered Oxford University; six years later he became a
fellow of the college, and was ordained a priest of the Church of England in
1728. 89 His younger brother, Charles, joined him at Oxford in 1729, and John
along with Charles and a small group of underclassmen met regularly for prayer,
Bible study and works of mercy. They called themselves "The Holy Club" but
their methodical regularity caused many of the other students to derisively label
them as "Methodists". 90
In 1736, John and Charles joined General James Oglethorpe and his
company of entrepreneurs and adventurers on their journey to establish the new
colony of Georgia. Throughout this period John desperately searched for some
sense of assurance and certainty concerning his salvation. 91 Albert Outler
writes, "The Methodist mission to Georgia was a fiasco." 92 John Wesley returned
to England a failure in both career and in his relationship with God. 93
May 24, 1738, is a day that changed much for John Wesley and for the
subsequent Wesleyan Movement. On that day, he had "the center of his life
changed." He went through "an intellectual and spiritual revolution." He was
"genuinely converted." 94 As Bishop William R. Cannon put it:
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John Wesley, on the eve of the year 1738, was the spiritual
prisoner of his age. He was bound by the fetters of a theology the
precepts of which he sought to obey. He possessed a knowledge
of religion, "a form of godliness" prescribed in the gospel of Christ.
He took care to avoid even the appearance of disobedience.... He
engaged in good works .... In all these endeavors he was sincere.
His actions sprang from a real desire to please God and to do his
will. And yet, according to his own words, he was an "almost
Christian" .... John Wesley, at the close of the year 1738, was
spiritually free. He had been delivered from the fetters of his old
theology, totally emancipated from a slavish obedience to precepts
which he had found impossible to fulfill. Now he knew what it was
to be an "altogether Christian." 95
Wesley's Aldersgate Experience was an invaluable part of the process of his
salvation. He realized that God breaks into the lives of those who actively seek,
and that God chooses the time and the place. To Wesley the important part was
the seeking, because that is the bailiwick of the created. As we will discover
shortly, God takes care of all of the rest.
John Wesley developed a movement that swept through England, albeit
not without much trouble and controversy, and eventually to the colonies in the
New World. According to historian David Lowes Watson, the Wesleyan
Movement formed the trunk for the family tree which spawned what we know
today as the United Methodist Church, the Free Methodist Church, the Wesleyan
Methodist Church, the Church of the Nazarene, the Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church, the African Methodist Episcopal Church, the African Methodist
Episcopal-Zion Church, and many Pentecostal Churches. 96
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The genius of the movement is that John Wesley never intended to do
anything other than to reform the Church of England, and return said Church to
holiness and righteousness. 97 Even when, towards the end of his life, John
Wesley took it upon himself to ordain Richard Whatcoat and Thomas Vasey as
priests to the recently separated colonies so that the Methodists in America could
receive the sacraments of holy communion and Christian baptism, and even after
he commissioned Thomas Coke (already a presbyter in the Church of England)
as a "superintendent" to the Methodists in America, and even after the Christmas
Conference of 1784 at Baltimore elected and consecrated Francis Asbury along
with Coke as Bishops of the Church, Wesley still insisted that he was not
breaking with the Church of England ("the best constituted national church in the
world"), but rather exercising "ecclesiastical authority" in the newly liberated
country "wherewith God has so strangely made them free." 98
In summary, Richard P. Heitzenrater said it best:
In his various reflections upon the rise and growth of Methodism,
Wesley often emphasized the spontaneity of its origins and the
"openendedness" of its development. In his view, God raised up
the people called Methodists for a purpose that was specific and
appropriate but in a manner that was not necessarily predictable or
predetermined." 99
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THEOLOGY

Now, let us shift our focus from history towards theology. In order to
understand those who claim the Methodist heritage, we must grasp the
foundational spiritual understandings of the movement. What makes Methodism
distinct and unique among the many other doctrines, denominations and
distinctions within the Church of Jesus Christ?
Four aspects of Wesleyan theology differentiate it from other creedal
statements. None of these are unique to Wesleyans, but the emphasis and
prioritizing of them help to explain the atypical underpinnings of Methodism.
There are, of course, many other concepts that could be explored. This list is not
exhaustive, but it is illuminative in discussing the foundational spiritual
understandings of followers of John Wesley. These concepts will help us to grasp
how Wesley stayed connected and how he taught his followers to do the same.
These four aspects are: 1) The Wesleyan Quadrilateral; 2) Grace and its
Manifestations: 3) Christian Perfection; and 4) the Wesleyan Class System.
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The Wesleyan Quadrilateral
The Wesleyan Quadrilateral is, admittedly, not a concept that John
Wesley ever defined or developed. He never used the phrase in any of his
writings. It is, however, consistent with his understanding of how and why beliefs
are formed and the basis for all theological discussion. Albert Outler is credited
with coining the phrase in his work, John Wesley, in 1964. 100 The official web
site of the United Methodist Church defines The Quadrilateral thusly:
Building on the Anglican tradition, Wesley added a fourth emphasis,
experience. The resulting four components or "sides" of the
quadrilateral are (1) Scripture, (2)tradition, (3) reason, and (4)
experience. For United Methodists, Scripture is considered the
primary source and standard for Christian doctrine. Tradition is
experience and the witness of development and growth of the faith
through the past centuries and in many nations and cultures.
Experience is the individual's understanding and appropriating of
the faith in the light of his or her own life. Through reason the
individual Christian brings to bear on the Christian faith discerning
and cogent thought. These four elements taken together bring the
individual Christian to a mature and fulfilling understanding of the
Christian faith and the required response of worship and service. 101
The Quadrilateral holds together the diverse beliefs and positions of the
contemporary United Methodist Church, which contains a broad spectrum of
theological views, and the Quadrilateral "serves to hold the line on the integrity of
the tradition. If there can be no agreement on what to believe, it is implicitly said,
then let there at least be an agreement on the context or the criteria of Christian
100
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believing." 102 Bishop Jack M. Tuell, in his The Organization of the United
Methodist Church: 2005-2008 Edition discussed the future of the Church's unity
and the debate over homosexuality which was threatening to split the Church.
Tuell mentioned a resolution that aimed at uniting the entire denomination,
following the upheaval and the divisiveness of the debate. A vote was taken
concerning the "Unity Resolution", and the results were an astounding 869-41 in
favor of the resolution. Bishop Tuell said that this vote "made clear in an
unmistakable way that the UMC in spite of disagreement (when has Christ's
church ever not been in disagreement during its long and noble history?) intends
to stay together around it central mission of making disciples." 103 Figure 2
illustrates the Wesleyan Quadrilateral.
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Grace and Its Manifestations
Wesley had a unique grasp of the concept of "grace." For much of his
adult life he had struggled with the notion of God's grace and the human being's
responsibility for the reception of salvation. At the tender age of twenty-three, he
writes: "[I realize] the absolute impossibility of being half a Christian, and I
determined, through his grace (the absolute necessity of which I was deeply
sensible of) to be all-devoted to God: to give him a// my soul, my body and my
substance." 104 John Wesley had read extensively from the Eastern tradition, the
classical Protestant strain, and was influenced by the quietist movement
championed by the Moravians. "The unique mixture of theological notions thus
far accumulated was now to be smelted and forged into an integral and dynamic
theology." 105
Wesley understood grace to contain three different, inextricably bound
manifestations. They were not different "graces," but they were guideposts on
the way to becoming "all-devoted to God." The first manifestation was known as
"prevenient" or preventing grace. This is best understood as the grace that goes
before, or as an "antecedent" or "anticipatory" manifestation. 106 Wesley
developed this concept in his attempt to discredit the doctrine of predestination
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without throwing out Romans 8:29-30. 107 The best example of his own words on
this subject is found in his sermon #128 ("Free Grace"), preached at Bristol,
1740. 108 He suggests this manifestation is present, whether or not it is accepted,
and it is continually offered to all. Wesley emphasizes the part of the human
being without diminishing the offer of God, and asserts that prevenient grace is
offered, continuously. If individuals accept it, then they take the first step on the
journey towards God.
From there, God's grace changes its manifestation to that of justifying
grace which cleanses the sinner, and makes them fit to stand in the presence of
God. This is the "new birth" and the "conversion" discussed over and over again
in the Gospels. 109 Here the individual either accepts or rejects the new life in
Christ, but the act itself is an act of God!
Acceptance, however, is merely the beginning. Wesley suggests that
from this point one moves on to sanctifying grace. This is the manifestation of
the grace of God that leads one from being a "babe" in Christ, towards that "alldevoted" goal. In the words of Wesley:

It is generally supposed, that repentance and faith are only the gate
of religion; that they are necessary only at the beginning of our
Christian course, when we are setting out in the way to the
kingdom .... And this is undoubtedly true, that there is a repentance
and a faith, which are, more especially, necessary at the beginning:
a repentance, which is a conviction of our utter sinfulness, and
107
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guiltiness, and helplessness .... But, notwithstanding this, there is
also a repentance and a faith (taking the words in another sense, a
sense not quite the same, nor yet entirely different) which are
requisite after we have "believed the gospel;" yea, and in every
subsequent stage of our Christian course, or we cannot "run the
race which is set before us." And this repentance and faith are full
as necessary, in order to our continuance and growth in grace, as
the former faith and re~entance were, in order to our entering into
the kingdom of God. 11 (emphasis added)
Or as Albert Outler puts it, "Salvation is a process: one that begins with
justification but that continues thereafter as the regenerate person grows in grace
towards sanctification as a flying goal." 111
This process is the part of the human being in this dance of grace. God
has provided all of this, and the human's part is to participate via the "means of
grace." Wesley defined the "means of grace" thusly, "By 'means of grace' I
understand outward signs, words or actions ordained of God, and appointed for
this end-to be the ordinary channels whereby he might convey to men
preventing, justifying or sanctifying grace. 112 This is a most important concept
that we will see later described as "spiritual disciplines," for Wesley classified
prayer, Scripture reading and the sacrament of Holy Communion as specific
means of grace. 113
Wesley's concept of grace is of the utmost importance to the thesis of this
paper, in that by participating in the "means of grace," one who has been set
110
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apart by God for a specific purpose (i. e. to preach the Gospel), is able to
maintain that connection with God. As will be pointed out in Chapter 5, "spiritual
disciplines" is an important factor in remaining connected with God. Participation
in the "means of grace," then, helps the Elder to continue on the path that God
has laid out for the ordained person. That leads us very nicely to our next
section on Wesleyan theology-Christian perfection.
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Christian Perfection
The concept of sanctification became wrapped up in the notion of
perfection. In other words, if one was being sanctified, then one was moving on
towards a goal, and that goal was perfection. Wesley wrote and preached
extensively on perfection throughout his lifetime. His Plain Account of Christian
Perfection (last edited in 1777), was his summa theologica on the subject. He

wanted to explore numerous passages in the Scriptures that called for perfection;
most particularly Hebrews 6:1. 114 Wesley defined it as, "By perfection I mean the
humble, gentle, patient love of God, and our neighbour, ruling our tempers,
words, and actions." 115 He continually struggled with this notion, and he waffled
on its achievability in this life; a fact ignored by some of his later followers. Outler
writes, "For him .. .perfection meant perfecting (teleiosis), with further horizons of
love and of participation in God always opening up beyond any given level of
spiritual progress." 116
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The very notion of "going on to perfection," then, relates to the thesis of
this paper by providing the foundation for maintaining connectedness with the
God who called the Elder in the first place. It is important to maintain this
connection because in order to achieve perfection, one must "keep an eye on the
prize and, press on toward the goal for the prize of the heavenly call of God in
Christ Jesus." Philippians 3:14 (NRSV)
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The Class System
All of Wesley's theological understandings are bound together by one of
his most ingenious administrative tools that would prove to be the glue that held
together the Wesleyan Revival, and is a necessary additive to solving the
dilemma of maintaining spiritual connectedness by United Methodist Elders in the
North Georgia Annual Conference. This tool divided the people up into classes
that would meet weekly for accountability, growth in discipleship ("on to
perfection"), and maintaining the vows of membership that had been taken upon
first joining the Church of Jesus Christ. The class system "expressed, and in turn
affirmed and enriched, his theological emphases on prevenient grace and
Christian perfection; and most especially w[as] an embodiment of his doctrine of
justification by faith." 117 It began as a tool by which a collection could be
received to help defray the debt of the Methodist movement, rather than as a
means of spiritual growth, because at the time Methodists were members of the
Church of England, and their tithes were given to the Anglicans. Once
established, the class system was quickly seen as a valuable tool to "watch over
the souls of the brethren." 118
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The genius of the class meeting catechesis as Wesley prescribed it was
the proper synthesis of two priorities: responsiveness to the immediacy of
Christian discipleship in the world, and responsibility to the doctrines and
ordinances of the church-spirit and structure, prophetic and priestly ministry,

eccessiola in ecclesia, all under the sovereignty of grace. 119 In chapter 6 this
paper will discuss the class system, and offer it as part of the solution to the
problem of loss of "spiritual connection."
119
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CONCLUSION

Historically, it has been most difficult to live out the call and to maintain the
sense of "connectedness" throughout one's ministry perfectly and
continuously. In 1977, Bishop Norris Samuel Curry (Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church) discussed Wesley's "Address to the Clergy" given on
February 6, 1756: "Did the ministers of Wesley's day measure up to the
standard? Not according to Wesley in the later pages of his treatise." 120 William
Parker, a contemporary of John Wesley who preached an ordination sermon just
before Christmas in 1745, to the Christ Church in London, wrote, "The effect of
the blessing depends much upon the moral fitness of the person ordained." 121
This does not, however, relieve one from the necessity to continue to strive
towards perfection and to participate in God's sanctifying grace.
This cyclical understanding of ministry, wherein the ordained has
managed to maintain "connectedness" for a season and lose it for a while,
predates Wesley and his movement. We have already seen it evidenced in our
discussion of Biblical characters in Chapter 2. In The Future Shape of Ministry
Urban Holmes traces the rise and fall of the ordained. Writing about a priest of
the later middle ages, Holmes asserts, "He did holy things, but it was difficult to
think of him as the holy man." 122 Of the seventeenth century, Holmes continues,
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"Ministerial function in the seventeenth century, the period of transition from the
Reformation to Scholastic Protestantism, [has] the effective clergyman, according
to the spirit of the times, as the learned man." 123 In A Hundred Ministers and
How They Switched Off, Estes and Lauriat lament how in 1873, the biggest
problem with ordained clergy was "the secularizing of the minister and his holy
office." 124
John Wesley's traveling preachers spoke of problems during the time of
the establishment of Methodism. Mr. John Murlin, who frequently traveled with
Wesley, wrote to him about a former preacher, John Trembath, "Once an
eminent preacher, and an instrument for good to thousands; but now miserable
in his own mind, and, I fear a slave to sin .... Shall he, after preaching to others,
become a castaway himself? Rather, let him once more awake and strive to
save his own soul with those who have heard him." 125 By 1758, pamphlets were
being published detailing the experiences of Methodist preachers. One such
pamphlet stated:
Some of the prerequisites of a Methodist preacher: namely, 1. A
knowledge of God as his God, as having pardoned all his sins. 2. A
life and conversation suitable thereto. 3. A clear conviction that he
was called of God to the work; otherwise he could not bear the
crosses attending it. 4. Some fruit of his labor, in convincing and
converting of sinners. 126
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Problems continued to exist after Wesley's death and the establishment of
the Methodist Church in the United States and in England. T. Proctor printed a
treatise concerning the relieving of a class leader, Mr. Robinson, from the
Methodist Church in Beverly, England, in 1824. In it, class members bemoaned
the state of the Church, "Some think the time has not yet come for attempting to
remove the evils which have crept in amongst us; and others believe that it is too
late, and regret that nothing can be done." 127
Wesley's movement focused in on experiencing change in the life of the
believer. Millard writes, "For Wesley, preaching was directed to achieving a
change in the hearer. His sermons went beyond the moralizing that
characterised much of the preaching of his day." 128 It was not enough to simply
"talk" about one's faith, but action was necessary. "Wesley's spirituality was
accountable to a disciplined theological reflection." 129 "Orthokardia" (right heart)
and "Orthopraxis" (right actions or works) were not only interrelated, but they
were both necessary in order to achieve the all-devoted to God status that
Wesley and his followers were striving to achieve. 130
127
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John Wesley set a marvelous example for Wesleyans to follow. His life
was far from perfect, and he did not do everything exactly right. He did, however,
live out that which he often preached. He showed that it was possible to achieve
the "New Birth," and that this could make an eternal difference in the life of one
who was attempting to be an "altogether Christian." As he said in his sermon
entitled, New Birth:
God is continually breathing, as it were, upon his soul, and his soul
is breathing unto God. Grace is descending into his heart, and
prayer and praise ascending to heaven. And by this intercourse
between God and man, this fellowship with the Father and the Son,
as by a kind of spiritual respiration, the life of God in the soul is
sustained: and the child of God grows up, till he come to the "full
measure of the stature of Christ." 131
The time has come, now, to relate the issues of loss of connectedness
and burnout (as discussed in Chapter 1), the biblical foundations of maintaining
connection even during struggles (laid out in Chapter 2), and the historical
significance and the theological underpinnings (of this chapter's discourse) to the
North Georgia Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church and the
problems of Elders in maintaining spiritual connectedness. The next chapter will
show, with statistics, the depth and the breadth of the problem, as it is
experienced among the Elders of the North Georgia Annual Conference.
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CHAPTER4
THE PROBLEM IN
THE NORTH GEORGIA ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
The Wesleyan Movement of today, as it is lived out and practiced in the
United Methodist Church, has some very distinct advantages. The appointive
system as opposed to the call system has some definite pluses for both the
clergy and the church. The organizational structure allows each local church to
be connected to all the other local churches, fosters a real sense of camaraderie
and enables The United Methodist Church to respond to disasters and
catastrophes in a meaningful way that would be impossible for individual
churches, of any size.
Methodists refer to this as "connectionalism" and it is felt very strongly
among the clergy. The Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church states,
"Connectionalism is an important part of our identity as United Methodists. It
provides us with wonderful opportunities to carry out our mission in unity and
strength. We experience this connection is many ways, including our systems of
episcopacy, itineracy, property, and mutual support." 132 The church membership
of the clergy does not lie with the local church to which they are assigned; rather,
their membership is in the Annual Conference. 133 This leads to the meetings of
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the Annual Conference possessing almost an air of a family reunion or as
celebrated in the South, a homecoming. Clergy are moved rather frequently, and
because of the difficulty in making friends among parishioners, the vast majority
of clergy friendships are among other clergy within the Annual Conference.
When Elders "drop out" of the system, for whatever reasons, a sense of
loss is felt throughout the ranks of the clergy. When ordained persons give up
their clerical orders for reasons of moral turpitude, loss of meaning and purpose,
or simply refusing to "play the game" any longer, an overwhelming sense of
bereavement envelops all who have come into contact with the former member
of the "family."
The numbers of ordained who have left the system provide some insight
into the problem of clergy who have lost their sense of calling and the anointing
of the Holy Spirit that led them to start down the path of ordination in the first
place. The numbers and statistics in this chapter come from The Annual
Conference Journals of the North Georgia Annual Conference, and are only
related to Elders in the Conference. The various categories describe the years
between 1995 and 2006. This information is readily available in the Journals
located in many libraries and in the personal libraries of many clergy.
The first category describes the number of ordinands who have joined the
Conference. For the twelve year period under consideration, an average of
twenty-two persons were ordained Elders in the North Georgia Annual
Conference (see figure 3).
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Figure 3. Ordinands

Some years had large ordination classes, while others were not as
profitable to the growth of the Conference. In 2000, there was a low of seven,
but that was mainly due to the changing of the rules of ordination as well as a
new Board of Ordained Ministry who changed the entire system by which
candidates were examined 134 .
Figure 4 compares the number of ordinands to the number of retirees. A
look at the retirees over this twelve year period shows that there were slightly
more ordinands, on average, than there were retirees, with exceptions in 2000
and 2005.

134

Based on personal knowledge and experience by the author of this paper.
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Ordinands vs. Retirees 1995-2006
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Figure 4. Ordinands vs. Retirees

On average there were twenty-two ordinands to twenty-one retirees. This
can be explained by the fact that the North Georgia Annual Conference led the
entire United Methodist Church in growth during this time span under
consideration, and needed additional clergy to tend the growing flock. 135
Ordination was not the only way by which Elders joined the Annual
Conference, and figure 5 shows transfers from other Annual Conferences and
the occasional acceptance of orders from another denomination. This raised the
total number of new Elders; however, the end results were negligible, as the
chart below shows:
135

Scott Brewer, Director, Office of Analysis and Research, General Council on Finance and
Administration of the United Methodist Church, email message to the author, September 4, 2007, "North
Georgia grew in membership by a greater percentage since 1990 than any other conference, 19.46%."
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Figure 5. Total Joining Annual Conference

During this time the average was increased by 2.8 over the twelve year period
under consideration to 24.8. This slight overall increase in Elders can, once
again, be attributed to the growth of the Annual Conference.
Retirement is not the only method by which Elders left the Conference.
Some chose to transfer to other Annual Conferences within the bounds of the
Untied Methodist Church or other Methodist Churches, as figure 6 portrays.
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Figure 6. Leaving Conference by Transfer

These numbers did not have a tremendous influence upon the total
number of Elders. The average for the twelve year period was 3.3 clergy who
moved to some other Annual Conference. This is more than accounted for by the
4.25 who transferred in from other Annual Conferences. This net gain of less
than one Elder per year did not impact the overall situation.
Another source of loss is those who withdrew or were suspended from the
Annual Conference. This category includes those who withdrew to unite with
other denominations, those who simply withdrew (often to prevent charges being
brought against them due to some morals charge), others who withdrew while
charges were being brought against them, and those who were suspended
(mostly because of the investigation of serious charges). 136 Figure 7
demonstrates Conference Withdrawals.
136

Book ofDiscipline, 2004, Paragraph 361.
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Withdrawals from Conference
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Figure 7. Withdrawals from Conference

The overall impact of withdrawals is a key issue in this paper, in that the
average for the twelve year period is close to four Elders per year (3.83). This is
a most important figure, as it helps us to understand some of the obvious ways in
which Elders forget their ordination vows and thereby lose the sense of the
presence of the Holy Spirit that was present with them in the beginning. In this
author's experience, many of the clergy who withdrew to unite with some other
denomination withdrew because of problems either within their own ministry or
with the system of the United Methodist Church. 137 Approximately four Elders

137

This statement comes from personal knowledge of the author concerning many of those who did
withdraw to unite with other denominations.
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per year left the Church due to personal or systemic problems. This
demonstrates a developing problem because it makes up the difference between
the incoming and the outgoing Elders (considering only retirements, withdrawals
and transfers).
Retirements, transfers, and withdrawals are still not the only way that
persons leave the Annual Conference. Another factor is death. Each year, on
average, twelve Elders achieve the status of the honored dead. Figure 8
illustrates this statistic.
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Figure 8. Deaths

The statistics show a rapidly developing problem in the total number of
Elders in the Annual Conference. Over our twelve year period the total numbers
of Elders declined. Adding the factor of deaths to the losses further impacts the
problem. Figure 9 shows the total losses over the period under discussion.
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Total Losses 1995-2006
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Figure 9. Total Losses

There are still other ways in which Elders left the Annual Conference
membership. Some choose to go on Leave of Absence for various personal
reasons. 138 See figure 10.

138

The Book ofDiscipline of the United Methodist Church, 2004 says, "This relationship is granted to
clergy who are probationary, associate, and full member, who because of sufficient reason are unable to or
who choose temporarily to cease to perform their ministerial duties. Paragraph 354.1.
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Leave of Absence 1995-2006
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Figure 10. Leave of Absences

Other Elders take advantage of the policy of the Church to grant Family
Leaves for reasons of children or parents. 139 An average of 13.5 chose to go
the route of Incapacity Leave for medical, psychological or extreme grief

°

reasons. 14 Combined these two factors make up a total of almost seventeen
Elders lost per year. Figure 11 illustrates this loss.

139

Book ofDiscipline, 2004, Paragraph 355.1.

140

Book of Discipline, 2004~ Paragraph 358.1.
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Family & Incapacity Leaves 1995-2006

ll!lllncapacity 14 19 15

Figure 11. Family & Incapacity Leaves

Figure 12 illustrates the number of Elders who chose to remain members
of the Annual Conference while being appointed to carry out their ministry within
the bounds of another Annual Conference. In other words, they dropped out of
the itineracy system within the bounds of the North Georgia Annual Conference.
On average seven Elders made this choice.
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Figure 12. Appointments to Other Annual Conferences

One remaining category caused a tremendous loss in the number of
Elders, and must be considered when addressing the topic of losing sight of the
call and the desire to be involved in ministry in the first place. Over the twelve
year period under consideration, an average of 41.75 Elders within the North
Georgia Annual Conference chose to be placed on Honorable Location. 141 This
category serves as a kind of "catch-all" for those who no longer wish to be a part
of the itineracy, nor participate in the idea of full-time ministry. 142 The status of
those on Honorable Location becomes rather murky. They "surrender their
certification of conference membership," 143 and they "have all the privileges of
membership in the church where they elect to hold charge conference
141

Book ofDiscipline, 2004, Paragraph 360.

142

"This relation shall be granted only to one who intends to discontinue serviced in the itinerant ministry."
Book ofDiscipline, 2004, Paragraph 360.1.
143

Book of Discipline, 2004, Paragraph 360.2.
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membership." 144 The "murkiness" comes in when The Discipline states, "As
clergy members of the charge conference, they shall be permitted to exercise
ministerial functions only with the written permission of the pastor in charge. 145
These persons do not fully give up ministry, because they are still baptized
Christians and part of the ministry of all believers; however, they choose not to
be a part of the United Methodist system that ordained and nurtured them into
full-time ministry. Figure 13 shows this relationship.
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Figure 13. Honorable Locations

This disturbing trend shows spikes in 1999 and again in 2004, and
supports this paper's point that there truly is a problem in North Georgia when it
144

Ibid.

145

Ibid.
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comes to Elders feeling a lack of "fire" concerning their call to ministry. These
persons chose to leave the system, and to repudiate one of the questions that is
asked at ordination, "Are you determined to employ all your time in the work of
God?"146
The overall numbers of those coming into the Annual Conference as
opposed to those leaving (or at least dropping out) of the Conference
demonstrate a declining and disturbing trend, as evidenced by figure 14. 147
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Figure 14. Total Ins vs. Total Outs

146

Book of Discipline, 2004, p. 225.

147

The "Ins" include those who were ordained, transferred in from other United Methodist Conferences and
those who came from other denominations. The "Outs" include those who transferred out, retired,
withdrew, were suspended, died, took family or incapacity leave, and those on leave of absence.
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The figures clearly illustrate that the losses far exceed the gains in the
number of Elders within the North Georgia Annual Conference. On average a
net of eighty-seven Elders per year left the Annual Conference. Although there is
no way to conclusively prove how many of these left for reasons of forgetfulness
of their call or losing a sense of the presence of God, as has already been
pointed out, many do leave because they no longer feel the call or the excitement
of serving God. The combination of withdrawals, various leaves, and Honorable
Locations, demonstrably illustrates the problem. These categories account for
almost 60 Elders per year leaving the itineracy and the ranks of the Order of
Elders. That is a problem particularly for a growing Annual Conference like North
Georgia.
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CHAPTER

5

SURVEY RESULTS AND INTERVIEWS
The purpose of this chapter is to show, through a survey and some
personal interviews, the extent of the problem of maintaining connectedness in
the life of the North Georgia Annual Conference. Without the specificity of the
survey and the personal interviews, the statistics of Chapter 4 would prove to be
merely numbers. The survey and the personal interviews, therefore, bring a
touch of humanity to the "impersonalness" of the statistics.
The life of a United Methodist Elder can be extremely busy, and one
season seems to follow another season. Advent gives way to Epiphany, followed
quickly by Lent, Easter, Pentecost and Ordinary Time. Soon, it is time for Advent
once again. Combined with the various reports, meetings (local church, district
and conference wide), the methodical rhythm of hospital visits, counseling
sessions, classes/Bible studies, funerals and nursing home/shut-in visitation,
those called to full-time, ordained ministry have very little down time.
For an Elder the closest thing to a break comes at the very end of the
calendar year and the beginning of the new one, just before the Year End Report
is due into the Conference Office. The author of this paper chose this short, twoweek period to send out a survey to the Elders of the North Georgia Annual
Conference. The Board of Elders agreed to co-sponsor this survey, lending
validity and authenticity to the survey instrument. After discussion with the
Board, it was decided that those who received the survey would be more apt to
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respond if they understood that this was more than just a survey for a Doctor of
Ministry project. The only stipulation that The Board of Elders placed upon the
survey was that they be allowed to examine it prior to being sent out, and that the
results be shared with the Board. The author of this paper agreed to and carried
out both conditions.
On December 28, 2006, the survey was sent out via email to the listing of
all the Elders who had an email address on file with the Annual Conference.
Results were received until February 10, 2007, after which three more responses
arrived but were not included in the results of the survey. A total of
approximately 425 requests were sent out, 148 and prior to the cut-off date, 241
responses were received. All of the data and percentages are, therefore, based
upon that number of received responses. The survey was accomplished by
including a link in the email to the recipients. The Elders only had to click on the
link to be taken directly to the survey's web site. On the web site, the Elders
responded by clicking various boxes and then "submit." This approach was
taken in order to make it as simple and painless as possible for the respondents,
and thereby, hopefully, receive more responses. The survey was housed by
Anadynasystems.com at their Form Hosts (Remotely Hosted Secure Forms
Processing) site. Notification via email was sent from Anadynastystems.com to
the author of this paper each time a response was received. By logging into the
site via a secure password, the author was able to view the results, which were
then saved in Excel format. This was especially helpful in analyzing the results.
148

Due to inaccurate email addresses and kickbacks the number of requests can not be absolutely verified.
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Figure 15 below is a reproduction of the survey.

I~

Elder Survey

r North Georgia Annual
Conference
1-5 years
6-10 years
For statistical purposes only

c
c

11-15 years
16-20 years
+20 years
I felt nothing
I was mildly excited
I was pretty pumped up
I was very excited
It felt like "tongues of fire"

I do my job
I remember being excited
Sometimes I get excited

c

I can't wait to go to work
I am "on fire"
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Settling squabbles at church
Church administration

Choose most important

Paying apportionments
Climbing ministerial ladder
Doing God's will
Have lost their enthusiasm
Pick path of least resistance
Do fairly well staying excited
Are off and on about ministry
Are led by the Holy Spirit
Non-existent
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent
Non-existent
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent
Never
What is Spiritual Discipline?
One or more Discipline

Irregularly
Most days
Daily
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Who has time to pray?
Whenever I feel a need for God
Most every day
As a regular routine
I pray without ceasing
Sharing Group
Accountability Group
Choose most important

Prayer Partner
Spiritual Direction
No time for such things

"SexC Male

For statistical purposes only

C Female
*Status C

Retired

For statistical purposes only

C Active

c
"Status
c

Serving a local church
For statistical purposes only

ABLC

.C Not Applicable

c
c

Under 30
30-39

'"Agee 40-49

c
c
c
c

For statistical purposes only

50-59
60-69
Over 70
Asian

:~EitlnicityC African American/Black

c
c

Hispanic
Native American
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For statistical purposes only

c

Pacific Islander

C White

Figure 15. Elder Survey for the North Georgia Annual Conference of the North Georgia Conference of the
United Methodist Church
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Results of the Survey
The survey results illuminated the notion of a problem with Elders in the
North Georgia Annual Conference and their spiritual connectedness. Before
discussing the problem, we need to understand the makeup of the respondents.
The vast majority of the respondents were male, with only slightly more
than 20% of the respondents being female. The total numbers of males and
females in the Annual Conference coincides with the number of respondents
(see figures 16 and 17 below). According to the Director of Ministerial Services
via a telephone conversation with the author of this paper, there are 1033
ordained Elders in the Conference. 152 are female and 881 are male.
Sex of Respondents
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Female

Male

Figure 16. Sex of Respondents
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Sex of Elders in Conference
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Ill Male
0
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Figure 17. Sex of Elders in the Annual Conference

The survey respondents represented the various age groups that make up
the Elders of the Annual Conference, as figure 18 shows. Almost 56% of the
Elders who responded are between the ages of 40-59. Adding the respondents
in the 60-69 group brings the percentage soars to 82.5. The extremes in age
(over seventy and between thirty and thirty-nine) are correspondingly small when
compared to the overall trends. The 6.6 percent in the thirty to thirty-nine range
demonstrates that the Annual Conference is having trouble attracting young
people into the ordained ministry. Figure 18 illustrates the age breakdown.
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Age of Elders
100%
80%

25.70%

60%
30.20%
40%
20%
0%

1

Figure 18. Age ofRespondents

When asked, "How long since your ordination as an Elder?" over half of
those who responded had more than twenty years of service. The "less than ten
year group" accounted for 23 percent of the respondents. These numbers
demonstrate the wealth of experience that is represented by the respondents,
and should lend validity to the questions about spiritual health. Figure 19, Years
of Service, shows these results.
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Figure 19. Years of Service

Those who responded are more than just veterans in serving the Church;
they are actively involved in serving the local church. Over 75 percent of them
are currently serving as pastors within a local church setting; as opposed to
those in other settings-ABLe (appointment beyond the local church) and N/A
(serving in some other form or fashion), as evidenced by figure 20.
Status
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Serving Local Church

ABLC

Figure 20. Status of Elders
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Not Applicable

At 82 percent, the majority of the respondents are active in ministry; as
opposed to the 18 percent that serve in the retired status (see figure 21 ). These
figures lend support to the validity of this paper's understanding of spiritual health
within the Conference, since so many of them are currently serving in active
ministry. This is not to denigrate those who are retired, but merely to point out
that the issue of "selective memory" is not as large a factor as it might be
otherwise implied. See Figure 21 below.
Retired vs. Active
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Retired

Acti've

Figure 21. Retirees vs. Actives

The racial breakdown of respondents to totals is another story entirely. As
seen in figures 22, 23, and 24 below, the overwhelming response leader was the
category called "whites." 149 Ethnicity, then, is a much more problematic area.
Only 7 percent of the respondents classified themselves as something other than
"white". 5.5 percent classified themselves as African American/Black, while only
149

The classifications listed are the same as the Year End Annual Report categories that are filled out by
each pastor for the local charge.
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1 Asian, 1 Hispanic and 2 Native Americans responded. At least a part of the
problem is that the vast majority of non-whites, who serve in ministry in the
Annual Conference, serve in some other capacity than Elder. 150 The author of
this paper believes that the overall numbers are similar enough that the survey
would be valid.
Racial Breakdown of Elders

mAsian

Nat. Amer., 4

IIIII AfrAm/Biack
oWhite
o Hispanic
111 Nat. Amer.

m Unknown

White, 812

Figure 22. Racial Breakdown of Elders in the Annual Conference

Racial Breakdown of Elders (Survey)
AfrAm/Biack,
Nat. Amer., 2
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fil Asian

IIIII AfrAm/Biack
oWhite
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11111

15

Nat. Amer.

White, 220

°

Figures received from the Annual Conference Office show that Local Pastors (both full and part-time)
are as follows: Asian-25% local; African American/Black-32.0% local; Hispanic-50% local; White16.9% local.
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Figure 23. Racial Breakdown of Respondents

Racial Breakdown Percentages Comparison
150
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Figure 24. Racial Breakdown Percentages Comparison

According to the survey, at ordination most of the Elders in the
Conference admitted to a real sense of excitement, while only one Elder claimed
to have felt nothing at the time the Bishop set them apart for ordained ministry.
Those who claimed being "very excited" added to those who felt a re-creation of
the Pentecost Experience 151 accounted for seven out of ten of the respondents,
as shown in figure 25. In the author of this paper's personal experience,
excitement and enthusiasm are present at the ordination service. It is the one
evening service that the author attends "religiously" each year during Annual
Conference, and the Ordination Service is the best attended of all of the evening
services. 152
151

Acts 2: Iff.

152

Attendance figures from 2007 Annual Conference Evening Services are as follows: Monday,
Ordination Service-2262; Tuesday Evening Worship-1005; Wednesday Evening Business Session1388; Thursday Evening Worship 576. These figures are from the Conference Office, and are based on
physical counts.
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There is, of course, no way to prove that the excitement of the evening
comes from something other than merely the completion of a long and arduous
journey; however, the author of this paper, after having attended twenty-five of
these services, and having personally discussed the topic with more than onehundred ordinands, can categorically state that the "genuine" call from God IS a
huge factor in the excitement of the evening.

At My Ordination I Felt
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Nothing

Mildly
excited

Pretty
pumped up

Very excited

Tongues of
fire

Figure 25. Responses to "At My Ordination I Felt"

Figure 26 illustrates responses to the spiritual health questions and
provides insights into what has happened to Elders since ordination. Two out of
three rate their personal spiritual health as "good". 14.2 percent go so far as to
invoke "excellent" when describing their spiritual health, while fewer than 20
percent rank themselves as "fair" or "poor" when it comes to their personal
spiritual health.
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My Spiritual Health
70%
60%
50%
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---~~--:l

11 Excellent 1

40%
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I

30%
20%
10%
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Figure 26. Responses to "My Spiritual Health"

Part of the problem in maintaining the excitement of ordination may be
explained by the perception of the Elders concerning their own ministries.
Approximately 5 percent of respondents admitted to being discouraged and
unexcited, and those who claimed real excitement ("can't wait to go to work" and
"on fire") comprise slightly over 50 percent of the respondents (figure 27). Taken
at face value, these figures would seem to indicate that the spiritual health of
Elders in the Conference is very good. The perception of the Elders concerning
themselves, however, is not the whole of the story, as will be pointed out shortly.
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Description of My Ministry

~-------~ ----~-~--~----,

1!!1 Sometimes excited
IIIII Remember being excited

o Do my job
o Can't wait to go to work
IIIII On Fire

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%

~-------~10%

5%

Figure 27. Responses to "Description of My Ministry"

When asked what occupies most of their time one-third of respondents
admitted that the majority of their time was taken up by doing things other than
"doing God's will". The results indicate that church administration (consuming
most of the ministry time of so many respondents) could also be a major factor in
the ministry time of all Elders. As was pointed out in Chapter 1 church
administration can have a positive impact upon the life of the Elder, but not if it
prevents the Elder from "doing God's will." See figure 28.
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Most of My Ministry Time

70%
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50%
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Figure 28. Response to "Most of My Ministry Time"

Another factor in the loss of enthusiasm can be found in the fact that only
slightly more than one in five of the respondents practice the spiritual disciplines
on a daily basis (figure 29). Only one Elder checked the "never" box, but onefourth of the respondents admitted to participating in the spiritual disciplines on
an irregular basis. This paper asserts that without staying in touch with the One
who excited the ordinand in the first place, a sense of separation, isolation and a
"Lone Ranger Mentality" can and does develop. As was pointed out in the
Chapter 1, this is the foundation of burnout. 153

153

See especially pages 6, 8 and 9.
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How Often We Practice the Spiritual Disciplines

.4%
II Daily
II Irregularly

51.5%

o Most Days
o Never

Figure 29. Responses to "How Often We Practice the Spiritual Disciplines"

Figure 30 demonstrates that 15.5 percent admitted that they had "no time
for such things" as spiritual disciplines (figure 30). Of those who did claim one of
the offered choices, these are practiced on "most days" at best. The author of
this paper believes that this lack of discipline for the spiritual is a major factor in
the loss of excitement. As described earlier, if one does not stay connected to
the One who called, and practices a "Lone Ranger" type of ministry, problems
may develop.
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Spiritual Disciplines

11 No time for such things

o Spiritual Direction
o Sharing Group
11 Prayer

Partner
ill!! Accountability Groups

Figure 30. Spiritual Disciplines Practiced by Respondents

When asked to be specific about their prayer lives, the responding Elders
were less than convincing about the regularity of this part of maintaining their
excitement about being set apart to "Take thou authority as an elder in the
Church to preach the Word of God, and to administer the holy Sacraments in the
congregation. AMEN" 154 Approximately one-third called prayer part of their
"regular routine", and less than one-fourth classified their prayer lives as in
keeping with the injunction of Paul to the Church at Thessalonica. 155 See Figure
31 for details. Proverbs 29:18 (TMWB) says it best when it says, "If people can't
see what God is doing, they stumble all over themselves; but when they attend to
what he reveals, they are most blessed."
154
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Church, T M, The Book of Worship for Church and Home, 48.
Pray without ceasing. 1 Thessalonians 5: 17 (KJV)
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Figure 31. Prayer Life of Respondents

Although the responding Elders ranked their personal spiritual health as
pretty good, they judged the rest of the Elders in the Conference more negatively
(Figure 32). According to their rankings, nearly two-third of Elders are not in the
"good" or "excellent" category (figure 32). Perhaps this also speaks to the
"judgmental" attitude that Bill and Sue were talking about. A competition factor
between Elders can account for some of this, particularly after persons have
been in ministry for a while and they begin to see others "getting ahead."
Comparing these figures with the personal spiritual health of the Elders
who responded, one is struck by the fact that the respondents seem to say, "I'm
okay, but I'm not so sure about my brother and sister Elders!" 70 percent of the
respondents view their personal spiritual health as good to excellent; while only
slightly more than one-third reported that the health of the rest of the Elders is in
the same category.
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Overall Spiritual Health of Elders
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Figure 32. Overall Spiritual Health of Elders

When asked to be specific about the brothers and sisters who make up
the Order of Elders in the North Georgia Annual Conference, respondents were
even less enthusiastic (figure 33). Nearly three in five gave less than flattering
ratings, with almost 28 percent combined into the "lost enthusiasm" and "picking
the path of least resistance" categories. One-third of the respondents ranked the
other Elders in the "off and on" group that John the Revelator used to describe
the Church at Laodicea and decried it as being worthy of expulsion from the
Kingdom of God. 156
156

So, because you are lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spew you out of my mouth. Revelation
3:16 (RSV).
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Most Elders in the Conference
Path of least resistance
Lost enthusiasm
Doing fairly well
Off and On
Led by Holy Spirit

Figure 33. Response to "Most Elders in the Conference"

This survey does not get at the notion of isolation and the "Lone Ranger"
mentality being a contributing factor towards the loss of spiritual connection,
since the survey does not include those who have left the ministry for various
reasons. In order to establish some basis for this contention, which is a huge
part of this thesis, it will be necessary to rely upon personal interviews that the
author of this paper has had with some former Elders who have surrendered their
credentials, as well as some who have successfully maintained a sense of
connection throughout a ministry. Much care must be observed in this process to
maintain the anonymity of the subjects.
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Interviews with Those Who Have Left

Four former Elders will be considered in this section. They will be referred
to by number in order to keep them anonymous. A brief explanation of their
situation will help to set the context. It must be pointed out again that the
purpose of this exercise is to establish credibility for the conclusions of this
dissertation; not to cause speculation as to the identity of the persons, nor to
reopen old wounds. Each of these persons has been known well by the author
of this paper, and these interviews have been conducted over a long period of
time, rather than in response to this dissertation.
Subject number one is a middle-aged male who was pastoring a growing
congregation until he decided to leave his wife and two children, give up his
pastorate, and "run away" with a member of the church staff. Subject number
two was a similar male who had taken an established church through a dynamic
growth spurt that was the "envy" of many of his peers. He was arrested for the
solicitation of a "prostitute", who turned out to be an undercover police officer.
Number three was similar in age to the others, but he was very different in that
one day he just decided that he had had enough, and he walked away from his
ministry. There were no morals charges or marital problems. He just got tired,
as he said, "of playing the game." Number four was much younger than the
others, and he was within five years of having completed seminary. After falling
victim to temptation and fathering a child out of wedlock, this single man decided
to pursue honorable location for a period of time to "get my life straightened out."
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Eventually, after having tried and failed to return to the "system," he moved away
and was removed from the ranks of the Elders by vote of the Annual Conference.
Each of these former Elders admitted to having felt a sense of excitement
and accomplishment upon receiving their ordination. They all stated that there
was "no question" that God had called them to full time ministry. Numbers one
and two had progressed far enough into their careers that a very bright future
seemed in store for them. All four of them admitted that they were extremely
disappointed with the United Methodist Church. It was "holding them back," and
the system was preventing them from "achieving all that they were capable of
achieving."
When asked about the number of friends that they had in the Annual
Conference, numbers three and four were quick to admit that they had very few.
Although numbers one and two were very popular within the Conference, and
stated that they were "friendless" since their departure; both of them confessed
that they had no one with whom they could discuss the precipitating issues that
led to their presenting problems. Each one stated that they did, in fact, "wish that
there had been someone with whom to share."
The question of spiritual disciplines was raised with each of the subjects,
and the results were illuminating. Number one admitted that he had long since
stopped any such efforts; although he maintained that all along he did pray and
continues to do so even now. Number two confessed that he had pretty much
stopped reading Scripture except for sermon preparation, had not prayed in quite
a while except as part of his duties, and had not discussed the urges which led to
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his demise with anyone at all. Number three stated that the whole notion of
prayer had left him a long time ago, and that he was no longer even sure that
God existed. Subject number four stated that he started out a "zealot" for
maintaining his connection with God, but that as his isolation from the Church
and the other Elders continued he also lost touch with the God who had seemed
so real at the altar of the Church where he was ordained.
These four former Elders all spent time talking about their feelings of
having been overlooked for promotions that "they deserved." Each of them went
out of their way to talk about someone who was a "fair haired boy," and had been
given the appointment that they had wanted ("and deserved"), and that they
could have done so very much with that particular church, perhaps even
remaining in ministry if they had been given "that" appointment.
Every one of these subjects confessed that they were "loners" when it
came to the actual work of ministry. They each told about how they understood
the concept of the "priesthood of all believers," but they were unable to put it into
practice.
Each one of these former Elders professed a sincere desire to have a
chance to do it all over again. They admitted that the dreams, the vision, and the
hope that God had given them at their ordination had been supplanted by other
desires and plans. When pressed, they all agreed that a loss of accountability
was a huge part of their demise.
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Interviews with Those Who Have Maintained Connection
This section will report the results of interviews with four current Elders in
the North Georgia Annual Conference. Once again, in an attempt at anonymity,
the identity of the interviewees will be masked by referring to them as A, 8, C and
D. These four Elders have a total of approximately 95 years of service to the
Conference. All of them are in their SO's, except subject 8 who is in his late 40's,
and they all started their ministerial careers fairly early in their lives. All are
married, with children, and only subject C has a second wife (he being a widower
at a young age).
Subject A is close to 60 years of age, and has been a member of the
Conference longer than any of the others. He began working in churches at a
very young age as a musician, and even served as Music Director before
"yielding to the overwhelming call of God" to go to seminary and become an
Elder. He struggled longer than any of the others, and as such, was the oldest of
the four to start and finish seminary. He has been very successful in his ministry,
and today serves a very large "flagship" church in the Conference.
Subject 8 attended seminary not long after finishing college. He felt his
call early in life, and struggled only briefly with the decision to enter seminary.
He is the youngest of the four. His appointments have been a steady
progression of larger and larger churches. He has a reputation of being one of
those who is happy wherever he is placed. 157 He is currently serving a large,
suburban, rapidly growing church in the metropolitan Atlanta area.
157

Told to the author of this paper by a District Superintendent in a personal conversation.
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Subject C struggled with his call mightily, albeit briefly. His ministry has
not included serving the largest churches in the Conference. As pointed out
before, he lost his wife early in his ministerial career. He remarried within a few
years, but the travail of dealing with grief (for him and his two children), as well as
the exertion of establishing a new home and marriage, caused him to lag behind
many of his colleagues in "climbing the ministerial ladder." Today he is serving a
small church in a rural county of North Georgia.
Subject D was a "golden boy" from the very beginning of his career. He
entered seminary directly after college, having made the decision to become an
Elder while in high school. He has been remarkably successful in his career,
with only one minor setback in his steady climb to serving larger and larger
churches. Today he serves a very large church, and is seen by most as a
potential candidate for District Superintendent.
When asked about their calling and their excitement at being ordained, all
four of the subjects confessed to having filled out the survey as those who felt

tongues of fire "from the fingertips of the Bishop on the night he placed hands
upon their heads." Without fail, they admitted to experiencing a sense of
accomplishment about their ordination, at having achieved that to which God had
placed before them as a goal. The most telling results came in that each one of
them stated that they feel that same sense of excitement today at the thought of
being "allowed" to serve God for the 20 plus years that each of them have been
actively involved in ministry. Another interesting tidbit is that each of them stated
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that they attend the Ordination Service at the Annual Conference meeting each
year, as a matter of course and as a reminder of their ordination vows.
The "friendship question" was put to these four subjects, and to a man
they professed to having their closest friends within the bounds of the Annual
Conference. They all described the Annual Conference as "their church." Three
of the four shared that when they had lost a loved one, it was the calls, the cards
and the prayers of their brothers and sisters in the Conference that sustained
them through their ordeal. All four offered that they are currently, and have been
throughout their careers, members of accountability groups. They all attributed
their longevity to these groups of friends and colleagues that forced them to stay
focused upon the reason for their ministries.
Each one of the subjects professed an understanding and a participation
in the concept of "sharing the load of ministry" with the laity of the local church to
which they have been assigned. They all stated that they learned this lesson
early in their careers, and that it has helped them immensely throughout their
journey "on to perfection."
Each of the subjects professed to participation in the spiritual disciplines
on a regular basis. A and C talked about the importance of a regular time of
prayer and the many different methods and means by which they prayed.
Subject 8 told of spiritual reading as his means of staying in touch. He described
devotional reading as well as reading of the Scriptures as being responsible for
his ability to overcome dissension and disappointment. Subject D was less
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specific concerning spiritual disciplines, but he insisted that only by staying in
touch with God was he able to go from day to day.
When asked about feelings of jealousy among the Elders in the
Conference, each of the subjects confessed to feeling some twinges of jealously
over someone else's good appointment, but they were also quick to point out that
they overcame these feelings by remembering that God had called them to be
faithful and not successful. The differences between these four subjects and the
four who left the ministry were stark and obvious.
In summary, these four subjects seemed to have maintained their sense
of "connectedness" throughout their ministries. All four had problems, set backs
and obstacles to overcome, and none of them could be described as having
achieved perfection. It was illuminating, however, in that when asked to describe
their ministries in theological terms, each of them quoted Hebrews 6:1, Therefore

let us go on toward perfection (NRSV).
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Conclusions Drawn from the Survey and Interviews
Many Elders in the North Georgia Annual Conference enter ministry with a
real sense of excitement, enthusiasm and expectation for what the Lord has in
store for them. Some, as has been pointed out, however, abandon their plans
and hopes for a future filled with God and one that is destined to change the
world. Roy M. Oswald describes the situation for clergy in general:
We clergy begin our ministries with high hopes and high energy. In
our enthusiasm we may have unrealistic expectations and begin to
over-identify with the job. This can lead to stagnation, a phase in
which personal, financial, and career development needs begin to
be felt. When we begin to question whether our efforts are worth
anything, we become frustrated. Frustration is a crossroad that can
lead us back to enthusiasm (through a constructive rechanneling of
energy). We may go through the cycle from enthusiasm to
frustration many times in our careers. But frustration can also
degenerate into apathy, an abyss of chronic indifference that defies
most intervention. Frustration may enable us to learn how to cope
with our limitations, but when we sink into apathy, we have fallen
prey to burnout. 158
The author of this paper believes that some Elders in the North Georgia
Annual Conference lose much of their excitement and enthusiasm when they
forsake the One who called them into ministry in the first place. As one pastor
states, "Over time, parish ministry drained me spiritually, rather than uplifting me.
I had not been taught the pathways out of the desert of spiritual emptiness, even
though I was seen by my parishioners as the expert on spirituality." 159
Specifically, many Elders have stopped having regular prayer time or
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Oswald, Roy M., Clergy Self Care: Finding a Balance for Effective Ministry, (New York, The Alban
Institute, 1991 ), 69.
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Ibid., 93.
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practicing any of the spiritual disciplines, and by so doing have joined the trend
that seems to be sweeping through the clergy, according to Michael Jinkins'
survey conducted through Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary in 20002001. He states, "Pastors consistently saw Bible study and prayer as crucial
resources for personal and professional wholeness and effectiveness .... and 51
percent do not have 'disciplined or scheduled times for prayer."' 160 Perhaps
James L. Schierling said it best:
Even when the commitment is made to spend time with God, the
interruptions of a telephone call, a visitor, or an immediate crisis
can take him away. Even when a plan is worked out for
uninterrupted time, the pastor may go for a week straight without
missing, then the following week miss seven for seven. Then, there
are the dry periods where, at best, the Bible puts him to sleep and
at worst, it appears empty and irrelevant. 161

Issues such as jealousy, too much emphasis on "other" things, a "Lone
Ranger" mentality, and a lack of practice of the spiritual disciplines factor into the
loss of enthusiasm felt at ordination. One factor that has shown itself boldly in
this survey and the interviews is the lack of accountability. Without having
anyone to tell the Elder what to do and when to do it, many become lazy and lose
sight of the goal that was so clear at ordination. A problem can occur when this
is combined with losing "connectedness" with God who is the beginning and the
end of this process.
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The personal interviews, particularly with those who managed to maintain
connectedness throughout their ministry, have helped to show in dramatic
fashion the results of holding on tightly to the calling that one feels at the
beginning of the process. It is an "acting out" of Paul's admonition to the Church
at Philippi: I press on toward the goal for the prize of the heavenly call of God in Christ
Jesus. 162 Overcoming the sense of isolation, practicing the spiritual disciplines on
a consistent basis, and participating in accountability groups has worked for the
interviewees, and needs to be included in any solution that is offered.
An admission and confession is in order at this point. The survey of the
Elders was far from a perfect instrument when it came to proving a lack of
spiritual connection. It did, however, give us glimpses into the problem, and it
provided some insights that would otherwise not be possible. The addition of
personal interviews has helped to look at issues that are hard to quantify in a
survey. The author of this paper believes that the case has been made, and that
the time has come to make some conclusions and recommendations for ways to
correct the problem.

162

Philippians 3:14 (NRSV)
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CHAPTER

6

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A real problem exists among Elders in the North Georgia Annual
Conference of the United Methodist Church. A few years after the excitement
and the enthusiasm of the ordination service that sets them apart as clergy many
Elders experience a sense of drudgery and despair that causes them to become
mired in institutionalism and routines. The fire that seemed to fly from the hands
of the Bishop while the ordinand was kneeling at the altar, can give way to a cold
chill that comes from the struggles to achieve everything that is expected and
demanded and have something profound, unique and inspiring to say come
Sunday morning. The "strangely warmed heart" that Wesley spoke about
concerning his Aldersgate Experience is replaced by an "ice-cubed kidney" that
quickly spreads to the other organs of the body until the clergy person soon
becomes robotic in his/her functions and activities. The sense of the inspired call
of the newly ordained is replaced by a sense of duty and drudgery that seems to
pervade everything and everywhere.
A lack of excitement and "connectedness" can cause many to fall victim to
temptations that rob them of the joy of ministry. Some fall into moral dilemmas
that only a few years ago would have been unthinkable. Some resort to an
"acting out" of aggression and apathy that change them from persons who live
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out Jesus' Great Commandment 163 to those who are selfish, snappy and
struggling. Not all fall from the pedestal of ministerial effectiveness, but virtually
all do suffer from a sense of isolation and doubt. A real problem exists.
This paper has documented and addressed this problem. After stating the
problem and dealing with the concept of burnout in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 showed
the Biblical basis for the struggle and the possibilities that exist for maintaining
connection. Chapter 3 explored the historical and theological issues surrounding
the problem, and included the fact that heirs to the Wesleyan Movement have
struggled since the days of John Wesley, and that Wesley's means of grace has
helped to maintain connectedness. Chapter 4 then looked at the problem in
terms of what has happened in North Georgia over the past twelve years and
illustrated the existence of a struggle. Chapter 5 examined a survey of the
Elders in the North Georgia Annual Conference along with some personal
interviews of both those who dropped out of the system and those who have
been successful in maintaining the spiritual connection which demonstrated that
the problem is real and present, even if some survey respondents felt as if
everyone else suffers while they are immune.
N. Graham Standish, in his book, Becoming a Blessed Church, summed
up the problem that exists, not only in North Georgia, when he said:
What inhibits the formation of blessed mainline churches may be
partly that pastors, educators, and lay leaders have been
inadequately trained not only in the practicalities of church
leadership, but also in the knowledge of how to tap into the power
163
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of God to guide and help them. 164
This situation then leads to key questions: What can be done about the
problem? Is there anything that can help to maintain that sense of call,
"connectedness" and purpose that those who are young in the ordained ministry
seem to posses? Is it inevitable that one loses the "fire" and becomes merely a
part of the institution?
This concluding chapter examines three possible solutions to the problem.
The author of this paper believes none of these suggestions, in and of
themselves, will "solve" the problem of forgetfulness that permeates not only the
clergy but all of the sinful, human beings that make up those whom Jesus came
to save. There is no magic pill or talisman to miraculously correct the problem
that has been present since the beginning. Moses, after leading the Israelites
through the desert for forty years, was only allowed to see not enter the
Promised Land. 165 Samuel wondered why God would abandon Saul and choose
David. 166 Jeremiah wrote an entire book lamenting what God had called him to
do. Paul and Barnabas could not agree over whether or not John Mark could be
trusted after his "homesickness". 167 Paul eventually accepted his "thorn in the
164
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flesh", but never understood it. 168 John Wesley, towards the end of his life,
mused about that which had been created as a result of his efforts:
I am not afraid that the people called Methodists should ever cease
to exist either in Europe or America. But I am afraid lest they
should only exist as a dead sect, having the form of religion without
the power. And this undoubtedly will be the case unless they hold
fast both the doctrine, spirit and discipline with which they first set
out. 169
Nothing can replace God's power to reclaim those whom God has called,
commissioned and equipped to be the "voice of one crying in the wilderness." 170
However, to merely state that and stop is the height of spiritual laziness. Human
beings DO have a part in the struggle, and there ARE things that can and must
be done in order to keep from becoming the "dead sect" about which John
Wesley prophesied. Particularly as Wesleyans, we need to struggle to go "on to
perfection." Wesley, in his sermon, The Means of Grace, admitted to this when
he said, "We allow likewise that all outward means whatever, if separate from the
Spirit of God, cannot profit at all, cannot conduce in any degree either to the
knowledge or love of God." 171 The following sections describe recommendations
to overcome the struggle.
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Recommendation #1: Screening Candidates

As was pointed out in Chapter Four, the North Georgia Annual
Conference, through the work of the Board of Ordained Ministry, overhauled the
process by which candidates were approved for ordination to Elder in 2000 in
response to changes in The Book of Discipline. The process by which one feels
the call and takes it to the point where the Bishop lays hands upon the head, is a
long, complicated, convoluted journey that requires the approval of the
candidate's local pastor, the Staff-Parish Relations Committee, the local charge
conference, the Committee on Ministry at the District level, the Board of Ordained
Ministry at the Conference level, an affirmative vote by all the Elders gathered at
Annual Conference in the Executive Session, countless answers to questions
presented to the various boards and committees, a Masters of Divinity degree at
an approved seminary, and a minimum of two years serving as a probationary
member of the Conference. 172 Those who kneel before the Bishop, their District
Superintendent, and other Elders who have been meaningful in their journey are
persons who have completed an exhaustive process that takes a minimum of five
years.
This recommendation commends the work of the Board of Ordained
Ministry of the North Georgia Annual Conference, while calling upon them to go
even further. Throughout this process, the spiritual condition of the candidate is
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talked about and discussed. The "connectedness" that the candidate feels with
God is a part of the process, but the author of this paper believes that it needs to
be emphasized and scrutinized more fully. The Board subjects candidates to a
psychological evaluation, a criminal background check, a credit check, and an
extensive examination of their theology and understanding of the polity of the
United Methodist Church; however, they spend little time auditing their prayer life,
their observance of the spiritual disciplines, or their deep seated commitment to
live out that call through the life and work of the United Methodist Church. Until
the Board can warrant that the candidates have a relationship with the Lord God
that will see them through whatever obstacles or hurdles might come their way,
there will be clergy who feel trapped, isolated and helpless, and who fall victim to
the Linda Hileman scenario outlined below:
So often, we feel there is no one to whom we can turn. We have
no pastor because the pastor cannot truly minister to her or his own
family, any more than a physician can treat her or his family.
Talking to the congregants, no matter how close to them we are, is
out of the question; the district superintendent, no matter how
understanding, is still in charge of our next move, and loathe to talk
to our peers because they are as good at keeping up appearances
as we, and we fear being judged inadequate or incompetent. 173
Burnout can be avoided when an individual has a sense of transcendence
and a spiritual depth present with them from the beginning of their ministry. An
important study conducted by Golden, Piedmont, Ciarrocchi, and Rodgerson in
2004, and reported in the Journal of Psychology and Theology, said it bluntly and
categorically:
173
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It would seem that spirituality, and especially that quality which
connects one with the Transcendent, does indeed tell us something
about burnout among clergy that personality and work environment
do not tell us. The less one feels oneself in intimate relationship
with the Divine, the greater the likelihood of burnout. The
implication of this is that when it comes to dealing with the workrelated distress of burnout, the ability to lose oneself in prayer or
meditation is different than the ability to lose oneself in other areas
of life such as in a hobby or in service. 174
Dr. Gwen Halaas, a medical doctor and the wife of a Lutheran Pastor,
understands very well what it is like to lose that sense of call and the importance
of holding on tight to that which started the entire process. She also has a
unique grasp on one of the things that can be done about it. She notes:
Why then are church leaders suffering poorer health than in
previous decades? Why is there more heart disease and
depression? It could be that faith is taken for granted. The very
reason individuals discerned a call to public ministry and to be
educated and trained for that ministry has taken a backseat to the
daily demands of being a leader of the congregation. 175

This first recommendation calls for Elders to take seriously that faith is not
to be taken for granted, because without an emphasis upon one's faith and
spiritual "connectedness," a pastor may not be able to maintain the sense of call
throughout a ministry of many years. Burnout can ensue, and "the responsibility
for another's well-being [is] a primary source of strain leading to burnout. If that
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is indeed the case, how much greater is the strain when one 'feels' responsible
for an entire church." 176
A 2005 study of why pastors leave the ministry, conducted by Duke
University Divinity School under the auspices of the Pulpit & Pew Project,
discovered that among United Methodist clergy, only 28% were satisfied with
their spiritual life. This was the lowest rated category, falling far below such
areas as housing, relations with others, ministry position, salary, benefits, and
even support from denominational officials! 177 This reality indicates that a better
job must be done in helping clergy (from the beginning) to hold onto a clear
sense of the One who called them into ministry in the first place.
Offering a time of Spiritual Direction by trained and qualified persons could
be most beneficial in the lives of those who are nearing the time of ordination.
Including this time would seem to be at least as beneficial as requiring a
psychological evaluation of the candidates. The addition of a time of Spiritual
Direction would not significantly affect the length of time that the process
requires, but it could add potent and power to the "long-lastingness" of the
ordinands.
Spiritual Directors could also examine and assess the spiritual maturity of
the candidates for ordination. It would seem that examining the spiritual maturity
of prospective Elders would be at least as important as the examination of cancer
patients. The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals "requires
176
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organizations to include a spiritual assessment of a patient to determine how the
patient's spiritual outlook can affect his or her care." 178 Cancer.gov has a chart
on their website showing the different options for care providers to assess the
spiritual state of cancer patients, as shown below:
Assessment of
Religion and
Spirituality in
Cancer Patients
Tool
Systems ofBelief
Inventory (SBI15R) [1]
DRl/DUREL

SPIRIT [15]

Purpose/ Focus/
Subscale (No.)

Specific
Level of
Length/ Other
to Cancer Psychometric Characteristics/
Development
Comments

Beliefs/experience
(10); religious
social support (5)

[~]

In-depth interview
with guided

assessment

Figure 34 Cancer.gov Chart on Spiritual Assessments
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Would it not, therefore, make sense that the Church of Jesus Christ in
commissioning those who will be dealing with issues that unlike cancer are
eternal, would come up with a means by which the spiritual health of those who
will be guiding the spiritual health of others be examined and evaluated?
Another subset of this recommendation could be that the Board of
Ordained Ministry also assigns to probationers an Elder who has managed to
maintain connectedness to serve as a mentor and guide during the probationary
period. Both the probationer and mentor could then be called to sit in on a
session led by some who have failed to maintain connectedness. This session
could help to plant the seeds of caution concerning the pitfalls of the "lone
Ranger" mentality, the importance of consistent practice of the spiritual
disciplines, and the absolute necessity of finding accountability groups. This
might have the same deterrent probability as the program whereby young people
who are just beginning to be in trouble with the law are talked to by convicts and
warned of the problems that lie ahead.
These mentors could also take their mentees and form accountability
groups that would last for the duration of the probationary period. This would be
an excellent opportunity for the young clergy to see accountability groups
modeled. 180

180

More on this in Recommendation #3.
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Recommendation #2: A Return to the Class System

As we have already seen, part of the genius of the Wesleyan Movement
was the organization of the believers into groups or classes that met on a regular
basis for accountability, spiritual growth and mutual support. Like most really
great ideas, the class meeting and its effectiveness declined as time passed.
"[T]he decline of the class meeting was due to a neglect of the works of
obedience in the weekly catechesis and a growing self-pre-occupation with
religious experience," 181 and Wesley addressed this issue in his latter sermons
and letters.

182

By 1868, in Great Britain, the class meeting concept was still entrenched
as a part of Methodism, but the argument was over whether or not attendance
should be voluntary or mandatory. 183 Thomas Hughes argued for mandatory
participation: "It is said, if the class-meeting ceases to be a condition of
membership, the boundary of demarcation between the Church and the world will
be destroyed." 184 The author of this paper believes that this seems to be
happening to a large segment of contemporary clergy, particularly Elders in North
Georgia. A case in point would be those who no longer wear a clerical collar. In
the 1970's, Bishop William R. Cannon advocated wearing a clerical collar as "the
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only way to tell the difference between a preacher and an insurance
salesman." 185 How does one pick out the preacher from a crowd?
Living out spirituality, over the long haul, is virtually impossible if clergy
attempt to do it alone. One study reports:
Because our spirituality is rooted in community, it can never
become a solo venture. While spirituality is very personal, it is not
private. There is no 'Lone Ranger' spirituality. Individuals do pray,
search, recognize the presence of Christ, and have transformative
experiences in the Spirit, but all the aspects of spiritual
development have their roots in the community of the baptized. 186
The discipline, accountability and insistence upon staying in touch are the main
factors of the class system that would dramatically assist clergy in maintaining
that spiritual "fire in their bellies." Knowing that someone will ask, "How are
things between you and the Lord?", on a regular basis is a great motivator to
keeping the connection open and active.
This could also help in the living out of the "priesthood of all believers."
Sharing the burdens of ministry with the laity, as we have seen, is paramount to
maintaining the spiritual connection that is necessary living out the calling
throughout one's life and ministry. If Elders could accomplish this, it would help
in overcoming the "Lone Ranger" mentality that has proven detrimental to many.
This recommendation would be a most difficult task to accomplish,
because Elders today have so many competing demands upon their time, that if
the Annual Conference insisted that all of them participate in class meetings, the
185
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reaction would be swift and less than hoped for. It is conceivable that the
Conference Office could recommend the starting of class meeting groups among
the clergy, and assist in the establishment of the same. Mandatory meetings,
however, would be counter productive, as many Elders would view it as
"meddling" by the Conference, and complain about a lack of time. Even now,
when the Bishop calls all the clergy to join for an annual day of spiritual growth,
there are choruses of complaints raised throughout the ranks of the ordained.
Realistically, however, something that is not mandatory can get "lost" in
the crush of all of the other duties of the local church pastor. There are so very
many things that MUST be done, that a suggestion would, most likely, be
ignored. The author of this paper believes that this recommendation is important,
but, realistically, Elders would be torn between knowing what to do and how to do
it, and actually living out that which needs to be done; much like most all know
that they need to involve the laity more in the actual work of the ministry, but
insist upon being involved in most everything that happens in the life of the local
church.
One way to get at the implementation of this recommendation without
"forcing" something upon the already over-worked Elders might be to emphasize
the reintroduction of the class system within the life of the local churches. A time
of study of the historicity and the effectiveness of the class system in Wesley's
day, along with a "suggestion" that this might improve the spiritual connection of
the members of the church, could lead the clergy to the realization that this would
be a great idea for them to do for themselves. If it became the idea of the Elder,
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and not something forced upon them, it would have a much greater chance of
being implemented. The paradoxical aspect of this recommendation is why it is
so necessary that the third recommendation is offered.
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Recommendation #3: Accountability Groups

This recommendation is key to addressing this paper's problem, because
it comes from the individuals involved and is not a mandate from the Conference.
It requires nothing other than a desire to maintain "connectedness." Elders can
accomplish finding some kind of accountability group that will hold them to the
task of remembrance of why they entered full-time ministry in the first place.
These groups can take various forms and functions, but must emphasize
accountability. They would be, in fact, the Wesleyan Class System with a
twenty-first century twist.
According to a 1979 survey of 5,000 Lutheran pastors, "Personal
devotional life ... is the highest ranked of all seventy-seven ministry
characteristics," 187 Staying connected with God was and continues to be the way
to help pastors maintain a sense of enthusiasm and excitement about being in
ministry.
Practicing the spiritual disciplines on a regular basis can help to achieve
this, but the spiritual disciplines must be regular in order to accomplish the goal
of maintaining connection. The Elders in the North Georgia Annual Conference
reported 21.3 percent who claimed to practice spiritual disciplines on a daily
basis, indicating that nearly eight in ten allow other things to come between them
and their time with God. Accountability groups could help Elders to stay
187
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connected by asking the questions about remembering the One who called them
into ministry in the first place, and that would encourage Elders to make time with
God their number one priority. It would also help to know that someone is
praying for the pastor on a regular basis. The interview section of Chapter 5
pointed this out in dramatic fashion.
In the author of this paper's experience, Elders spend a lot of time
preparing to be an "expert" at helping others grow spiritually, but forget what the
meaning of spirituality is for them. They know how to help others find God, but
they have forgotten the importance of staying in touch with God once God is
discovered. Maloney and Hunt write, 'The uniqueness of clergy in our society is
dependent upon the priority clergy and their churches have given to sacred-in
contrast to expert-skills and the extent to which these skills are evident in
personal living as distinct from official duties." 188 Clergy must not merely talk
about spirituality; they must practice spirituality, on a regular basis.
Accountability to another human being (or group of human beings) can
help Elders maintain "connectedness," and model spirituality for the people in the
congregation. Congregants look to the clergy to see if they are truly "persons
they can model themselves after, who wrestle with the issues of life in terms of
faith. They also expect pastors to have a spiritual discipline, probably a definite
188
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time and place each day for prayer and personal devotion." 189 Again, we come
back to this "each day" concept. It cannot be merely when time permits.
If the concept of Spiritual Directors from recommendation number 1 is
implemented, it is even possible that some of the Elders might continue seeing a
Spiritual Director, and this would be a wonderful subset of this recommendation
for accountability groups. A trained Spiritual Director would ask the
accountability questions even more fully and regularly than would a group of
untrained colleagues. The goal of accountability would be achieved, and that is
what is of the utmost importance.
Accountability groups or Spiritual Directors could give ministers the
opportunity to be who God has created them to be, and not always to be those to
whom the people look to for leadership in the area of spiritual matters.
Sometimes clergy need to be able to just be themselves and speak openly
without fear of reprisals or letting someone down. They need to feel a sense of
affirmation from someone who understands the uniqueness of their position.
"Affirmation is like money in our emotional bank account. When nothing is
deposited and withdrawals continue, the account is eventually emptied." 190
When that occurs, the clergy no longer benefits the congregation or themselves.
Perhaps this would help with the "sharing of the ministry load" concept.
The group format, the organization, formality of the group, or defining
principle does not matter as long as the members of the group feel free enough
189
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to share openly, honestly and forthrightly. That is the crux of the issue! The
group must firmly and realistically, with grace and love, demand accountability
from the members of the group. These groups are possible in all settings, and
consist of brothers and sisters in Christ who care for and nurture one another,
and in return, are cared for and nurtured by the other members of the group.
They can consist of other clergy (both from within and outside the denomination),
or they can include persons from the community who are or are not affiliated with
the local church to which the clergy person belongs. 191 Again, the key is
accountability, not structure, makeup, nor content. The who and the what are not
as important as the why and the how.
A word of extreme caution must be added here. Elders must remember
that chargeable offenses (both within and outside of the Church) come with
certain responsibilities and obligations concerning reporting to Church and
civilian authorities. This word of caution works for both the confessor and the
confessee. This is not to denigrate the notion of accountability groups, but it is to
keep a realistic understanding of what is happening during such a time as when
someone admits to something that could cause their orders to be surrendered or
their freedom to be jeopardized.
Causing mentors and mentees to form accountability groups during the
probationary period (see Recommendation #1) could also have the tangential
effect of encouraging Elders to participate in such groups throughout their
191
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ministry. Seeing those new to the Order of Elders involved in such groups would
serve as a positive influence upon those long-serving clergy; particularly those
who might be feeling a sense of loss, isolation, or temptation. If nothing else, the
development of really good habits would become the "norm" rather than the
"exception" after a period of time. This prototype of establishing accountability
groups could cause long term repercussions in maintaining numbers within the
clergy as well as maintaining connectedness.
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Conclusion

Only by remaining true to the calling to be ministers of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ set apart to accomplish a specific task can clergy (especially the Elders of
the North Georgia Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church),and by
maintaining an enthusiastic ministry that outlasts the initial rush that is present at
ordination can Elders hold on to that sense of calling and being set apart, keep
sight of who they are and where they are going, stay in touch with the One who
began the whole thing, and overcome the temptations of viewing ministry as a
profession rather than as a calling from God. This is what Wesley meant by
emphasizing the means of grace. This is the part of the human being in the
grace equation.
Staying connected with God is the key to avoiding the picture that Donald
Miller painted of his pastor in Blue Like Jazz:
I pictured my pastor as a salesman or a magician, trying to trick the
congregation into believing Jesus could make us new. And
honestly, I felt as though he was trying to convince himself, as
though he only half believed what he was saying. It's not that
Christian spirituality seemed like a complete con, it's just that it had
some of those elements. 192

The author of this paper believes that if more of the Elders in North
Georgia maintained their "connectedness" with God throughout their ministry, we
might be able to listen in on Bill Boatright and Sue Schmee as they attend Annual
Conference just prior to their retirement and hear something like this:
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Bill-You know, Sue, I am just as excited about ministry today as I
was way back when Bishop Fitzgerald laid his hands on our heads
that night at Glenn Memorial. Do you remember?
Sue-Remember? How could I forget? Sometimes it seems like
only yesterday.
B-Do you feel a sense of excitement, even now, Sue?
S-1 do, Bill. God has been good to both of us. We have had great
ministries that have spanned a lot of years, and we have done it
with "strangely warmed hearts," all the time.
B-True! So true! And I have you to thank for a lot of that, Sue.
S-Ail I did was help you to remember the "fire" that flew from the
Bishop's fingertips by making you stay accountable to the One who
called us. Besides, you did the same for me by praying for me!
B-Yea. I'm really glad that we were able to stay in our group
throughout these many years. Even those times when we were
serving at opposite ends of the Conference, we stayed in touch.
S-l'm even looking forward to retirement, because I know that
God is not finished with us yet. There's still a spark left in the old
girl.
B-Really? Well you're about to get a chance to show it. Let's go.
It's time for us to give our retirement speech (all three minutes of it)
to the Conference.

Personal Comments
Over the past twenty-five years, I have struggled to maintain a sense of
"connectedness." Trying to not lose sight of who called me in to ministry in the
first place and why I am an ordained minister has been the goal. Every
appointment that I have had I have joined or started accountability groups in
order to make sure that the "connectedness" was maintained. There have been
many Monday mornings when I have spent time talking with myself before
tackling any other task on my "To Do" list; reminding myself of my reasons for
being involved in ministry. Maintaining spiritual connection with the One who
began the process has been an intuitive part of my ministry even before the idea
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for and the thoughts of this paper began to crystallize. Helping young clergy
through the mentoring process that is part of the United Methodist system has
been a large part of my journey and one that I have thoroughly enjoyed. In other
words, the ideas expressed in this paper have been fomenting for a long time,
and the conclusions have come more from experience than from research. The
research has helped to delineate and validate the conclusions, while the
experiences of the past twenty-five years have borne them out. It is as if the
Wesleyan Quadrilateral has once again been lived out. Scripture has formed the
foundation; Tradition has talked about the necessity of "connectedness"; Reason
has shown the validity of it; and Experience has proven it to be so.
Let the last words of this paper be the words of John Wesley. Let his
words serve as sufficient summation for all that Methodist Elders, in North
Georgia and elsewhere, strive to accomplish:
It is not your business to preach so many times, and to take care of
this or that society; but to save as many souls as you can; to bring
as many sinners as you possibly can to repentance, and with all
your power to build them up in that holiness without which they
cannot see the Lord. And remember! A Methodist Preacher is to
mind every point, great and small, in the Methodist discipline!
Therefore you will need all the sense you have, and to have all your
wits about you! Act in all things, not according to your own will, but
as a son in the Gospel. As such, it is your part to employ your time
in the manner which we direct; partly, in preaching and visiting from
house to house; partly, in reading, meditation, and prayer. 193
193
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